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NEWS BRIEFS

News Briefs by Dermott Jewell

Surrounded and Caught By the
Robotics

The city of Dubai is, really, setting the pace for cutting-edge
when it comes to crime-fighting technology. Later this year
they will place autonomous police cars, O-R3s, into operation
on their streets in support of their traditional force members.
The cars are described as being quite small, around the size of
a child’s car, but carrying the very latest technology including
biometric software to scan for wanted criminals and undesirables suspects. At this stage, companion drones can be released
directly from the Dubai Police command centre to monitor
the individuals. But they are not done there! Patrolling robots
with exceptional facial recognition software will also take to
the city streets. The robots are designed and intended to a) offer advice to citizens and b) support the live streaming records
of recognised criminals to the force members at nearest locations. I see two immediate problems here. 1: If the cars are
that small then they will become toys and 2: This could prove
decidedly problematic around Halloween.

Wanted – Drummers for New
Messaging Service – 5-year Contract
In a decidedly interesting move, especially from an Irish perspective, a political agreement between the European Parliament, the
European Council and the European Commission will see €120
million provided to fund the purchase of equipment to facilitate free
public Wi-Fi to local communities in all member states of the EU. The
WiFi4EU initiative is a measure of the Digital Single Market strategy
with the vision, as outlined by European Commission president
Jean-Claude Juncker, of having “every European village and every
city with free wireless internet access around the main centres of
public life by 2020”. Local authorities wishing to offer Wi-Fi in areas
where such a public or private service is not available will be able
to apply for funding. A grant allocated in the form of vouchers will
be used to purchase and install local wireless access points while
the public authority will cover the running costs of the connection
itself. Now if you are having a feeling of déjà vu then that is because
we had a similar dateline presented to us here at home in terms of
the National Broadband Plan (NBP) - which is supported by EU funds.
However, Denis Naughten, TD, Minister for Communications, recently
signalled that this could be delayed, raising concerns of pushing our
disconnected communities wait out as far as 2022. Decidedly mixed
messaging!

The Cost to Change...........
In May of this year, in the US, a consumer from Florida who was severely
burned after the lid popped off a cup of Starbucks coffee and spilled on her
lap, was awarded $100,000 for her injuries which included medical bills of
$15, 000. Her legal team outlined during the case how the mother of three
sustained first and second degree burns and disfigurement to her mid-section
after the lid popped off a 20-ounce cup of coffee in 2014, pouring 190-degree
liquid in her lap. The attorneys argued that Starbucks should warn its
customers that the lids can pop off. What brought focus to the case was the
testimony from a Starbucks representative that the coffee company receives
80 complaints a month about issues with lids popping off or leaking.
Starbucks is considering an appeal and outlining how, in this case, the staff
did nothing wrong. From a consumer representation standpoint, the
precautionary principle must always apply. When it is given in evidence that
the issue arises with any degree of frequency then it is a fact that requires to
be managed for elimination. I get the feeling it is the cost of that elimination
that provides the continuity of what is a matter for serious concern and safety.
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Anyone Got the Time?
A team from the Royal Melbourne Institute of
Technology (RMIT), working in collaboration
with the Beijing Institute of Technology
(BIT) - very apt - has achieved a major
breakthrough that could bring the concept of
a 3D hologram a reality, and scalable enough
to be put into smartphones, watches and
similar devices. Conventional holograms

modulate the phase of light, resulting in the
illusion of three-dimensional depth. But,
it demands bulky equipment because the
generating process requires those holograms
to be at the thickness of optical wavelengths.
These teams, instead, focussed on creating
a nano-hologram – using a simple process.
The result is a hologram 1,000 times thinner

than a human hair that can be viewed without
the need for 3D glasses and is the thinnest
hologram ever achieved. The integration of
holography into everyday electronics, they
advise, will make screen size irrelevant. Watch
this platform! (sorry).

Dear Member,
Credit Where It's Due

Licence, Household Charge
- or - Something else?"

For all of the years that I have been with

I attended the Forum on Funding Public Service

the CAI there have been issues surrounding

Broadcasting last week, which was a quite unique

the expiry or not of credit notes. Consumer

event brought about by the Joint Committee on

law still provides that, where the consumer

Communications, Climate Action and Environ-

returns an unwanted purchase or gift then

ment. Ordinarily, Oireachtas Committees invite

a credit note to the value can be offered

small groups of interested parties to present and

by the retailer. Too many retailers apply a

discuss the issues at Leinster House. This time, all

termination date of between 6 to 12 months

of the interested parties were brought together to

on the credit notes they issue and rendering

work and contribute toward seeking solutions in a

them worthless after that short period of

single session that would inform the Committee on

time. This has always been unacceptable.

how it might proceed with its considerations. It

Therefore, in August we will commence our

was a successful event with wide-ranging contribu-

‘Credit Where It’s Due’ campaign to en-

tions and suggestions as to how Ireland might pro-

courage retailers to drop the date from their

ceed to deliver to the needs of the paying public.

credit notes and give their customers the

More to come.

value they deserve. Please watch out for our
press releases and add your voice of support
to our campaign.
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FOOD & HEALTH/News

Food & Health
by Clodagh O’Donoghue

Towards a tobacco free Ireland
A recent survey published by the
European Commission, timed to coincide
with World No Tobacco Day at the end
of May 2017, revealed that there has
been no decrease in the overall smoking
rate in the EU since 2014, with the figure
standing at 26% or more than one in
four EU citizens. Worryingly, among the
younger population - those aged between
15 and 24 years - the number of smokers
has increased from 25% in 2014 to 29% in
2017. In Ireland, one recent statistic comes
from the Annual Report of Tobacco Free
Ireland Plan, which records that 19% of
people here smoke daily and 4% smoke
occasionally, resulting in a total 23% of
people being categorised as ‘current
smokers’. Tobacco Free Ireland is an
initiative launched under the Healthy
Ireland framework in 2013 that sets a
target for the country to be tobacco free
- that is, with a smoking rate of less than
5% - by 2025. According to the report,
smoking is directly related to over 5,600

deaths in Ireland annually and it notes a
number of actions that have been taken
by the government in relation to smoking,
including the introduction of a fine of €100
for persons found smoking in a car that is
also carrying a child.
		
Moreover, in March of this year,
the government confirmed its plans to
bring forward legislation to introduce
standardised packaging – also known as
plain packaging – across all brands and
varieties. From 30th September 2017, all
tobacco manufactured for sale in Ireland
must use this form of packaging, which
brings an increased focus on the health
warnings on the packs and has been
shown to make smoking less appealing. A
‘wash-through’ period is included in the
move that allows stock manufactured
before the September 2017 date to stay
on the market for a period of 12 months
and until 30th September 2018. With
standardised packaging, all trademarks,
logos, colours and graphics associated

with a brand are removed; the brand and
variant names are presented in a uniform
typeface across all brands; and the packs
are in one plain neutral colour. There is
evidence to suggest that young people
are more influenced by brands, and given
that Ireland has the dubious distinction
among the EU states of having the lowest
age of children starting to smoke, it is to
be hoped that this new measure will help
to significantly reduce the rate at which
our youngest consumers take up the
habit. Ireland is following the example of
Australia, France and most recently the
UK, where similar legislation has entered
into force. There is strong evidence
from Australia, particularly, where the
rules were introduced in 2012, that plain
packaging is an effective measure in
reducing tobacco use.
			
Smokers looking to kick
the habit can seek help free of charge from
the Health Service Executive (HSE) QUIT
campaign, with details on www.quit.ie.

The need for blood donors
World Blood Donor day took place on June
14th 2017 and EU Commissioner for Health
and Food Safety Vytenis Andriukaitis took
the opportunity to urge citizens across
the EU to become blood donors. In these
uncertain times, it is vital that hospitals
have a sufficient supply of blood to deal
with unpredictable events or major
emergencies, as well as everyday medical
situations such as childbirth complications
and surgical procedures. Blood can be
stored for just 35 days before use, so there
is a constant need for donations.
		
In recent years, studies have
pointed to a drop in donations in many
countries, including Ireland, where
between 2010 and 2015 there was a 21%
reduction in the number of people coming
forward to donate blood for the first
time. The Irish Blood Transfusion Service
reports that one in four of us will require a
blood donation at some point in our lives
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and yet just 3% of the population give
blood. Around 70,000 patients will have
transfusions in Irish hospitals this year and,
to meet this need, 3,000 blood donors
are needed each week. One car accident
victim may require up to 30 units of blood
while between one and five units of blood
may be needed for a coronary artery
bypass. A look at the current blood supply
on the Irish Blood Transfusion Service
website can reveal alarmingly low stocks
of only a few days for certain blood types.
		
Across the EU, some 26 million
units of blood are supplied and used in
hospitals annually and Commissioner
Andriukaitis points to his role in
helping to ensure that the 1,400 blood
establishments located in the EU apply the
highest standards of quality and safety at
every point in the chain, from collection to
distribution, with patients’ lives depending
on the integrity of the process. In addition,

having taken the time to do a selfless act,
blood donors deserve the assurance that
their donation will be put to good use,
according to the commissioner.
			
The current blood
donation system adheres to the 2002
EU blood directive, and as part of an
evaluation to ensure that this directive
remains fit for purpose, an ongoing
public consultation will run until the end
of August, with the views of individuals
– patients and donors – very welcome.
Those who would like to participate
can submit their comments on https://
ec.europa.eu/eusurvey/runner/eulbtc.
		
Commissioner Andriukaitis’
message is simple: Give blood. Give now.
Give often. To find out if you are eligible to
give blood and where and when you can
donate, go to www.giveblood.ie.
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MONEY NEWS

Money News
EU
Roaming
As of 15th June 2017, new EU mobile
roaming regulations were introduced
meaning that when travelling in the
European Union, Norway, Iceland
and Lichtenstein, roaming customers
can ‘roam like at home’ and will be
charged the domestic retail price
for calls, texts and data. If you are a
mobile customer and are paying for a
bundled service - for example, a price
plan that has specific call, text, and
data allowances - then any roaming
usage will now be deducted from that
bundle.
		
This will be subject to a
number of exemptions – specifically,
a fair usage policy and anti-abuse
measures - and there are also
transparency measures, which
continue to help roaming customers
to manage their consumption and
costs. The amount of data that
will be subject to the ‘roam like at
home’ policy depends on the type of
contract the consumer has agreed
with their service provider. The
Commission for Communications
Regulation (ComReg) recommends
that customers contact their service
provider before travelling to confirm
the amount of data they will be able
to use while roaming in the EU before
any extra charges are applied.
		
Consumers who are
roaming will continue to receive a
personalised SMS Message when they
enter another Member State. This
message will outline the domestic
retail price that applies, information
on any fair usage policy and any
charges in excess of limits and
surcharges, a free-of-charge phone
number for more information and the
number for emergency services. The
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Money News by Róisín Moloney Weekes

"As of 15th June 2017, new EU mobile roaming
regulations were introduced meaning that
when travelling in the European Union, Norway,
Iceland and Lichtenstein, roaming customers
can ‘roam like at home’ and will be charged the
domestic retail price for calls, texts and data."

customer has the right to request and
receive free of charge more detailed
information from a service provider.
Consumers will now receive a
notification when they have used the
applicable fair use volume of data
roaming services and they will receive
an alert when the financial limit of €50
excluding VAT has been reached (per
monthly billing period). Consumers
who data roam are automatically
opted into a data price cap/alert of
€61.50 (€50 ex VAT) unless they have
requested not to be sent the usage
alert.
		
Information on roaming is
included in the details provided when
a customer signs a contract for a
mobile service. Consumers should
check their contract as the main
characteristics of the roaming service
must be set out including the specific
tariff plan/s and types of services
offered as well as any restrictions
imposed on the use of services, such
as how any fair use policy is applied.

		
BEUC, the European
Consumer Organisation, has warned
that, in certain circumstances, such
as when consumers spend more
time using their phone abroad than
in their home country, providers
can still impose small roaming
charges. BEUC’s Director General
Monique Goyens, while welcoming
the end to roaming fees, has further
noted that “regulators and national
consumer groups will keep a close
watch on telecom companies” and
that consumers “should vote with
their feet and switch provider if their
operator makes a foul move.”
For more information on the new
arrangements in relation to mobile
roaming, see www.comreg.ie.
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Potential Risks to Consumer Protection
from Digitalisation
As in many sectors of the economy,
digital technologies are transforming
retail financial services and the consumer
experience when dealing with firms is
changing at an accelerating rate. The
digitalisation of financial services and
the emergence of new technologies
introduce new benefits and risks for
consumers. The Central Bank of Ireland
has recently published a discussion paper
entitled Consumer Protection Code and
the Digitalisation of Financial Services,
which sets out the potential risks faced
by consumers. The paper points in
particular to the impact of digitalisation
on requirements in six key areas: access
to financial services, provision of
information, suitability, claims handling,
complaints handling and redress, and
retention of consumer records.
		
The Central Bank of Ireland
is seeking views on whether the rules
in place remain appropriate in an
increasingly digital financial services
environment. The publication of the
discussion paper launches a four-month
consultation period seeking views from
consumers, regulated financial services

firms, FinTech (i.e. financial technology)
firms and any other interested parties
on how consumers are or should be
better protected in an increasingly digital
financial services environment.
		
In particular, the Central Bank
is seeking views on whether consumers
are adequately protected under existing
consumer protection rules contained
in the Consumer Protection Code, if the
Code needs to be enhanced in specific
areas and whether there are impediments
in the Code to firms adopting
technologies that may be beneficial to
consumers.
		
The Central Bank Acting
Deputy Governor Bernard Sheridan has
said, “While there is great potential for
digitalisation to transform for the better
how financial services are provided to
consumers, there are also potential risks
which firms need to fully consider when
engaging with consumers. The Consumer
Protection Code provides a strong
framework within which the interests
of consumers are protected. However,
it is important that we keep this under
review to ensure it is delivering the right

outcomes for consumers. This discussion
paper highlights a number of important
areas where innovation is impacting
consumers and sets out the consumer
protection framework which is
in place and I would encourage
submissions from consumers and
consumer groups to help inform our
review.”
		
The discussion paper offers
an opportunity for stakeholders to
contribute in a positive way to protecting
consumers now and into the future. The
consultation process will be open for
comment for four months until 27th
October 2017 with comments from all
interested parties welcomed. The Central
Bank also encourages partial responses
from stakeholders on those questions that
they believe are most relevant to them.
Submissions received will be made
available on the Central Bank’s website
after the deadline for receiving
submissions has passed. Submissions may
be emailed to consumerprotectionpolicy@
centralbank.ie clearly labelled with the
subject title “Consumer Protection Code
and Digitalisation Discussion Paper.”

House Prices Rising
For any of us hoping to purchase a home
in the current market, we are acutely
aware of the increasing house prices
faced. A recent report from Daft.ie
confirms that there is a strengthening of
house price inflation across Ireland with
the year-on-year change in the average
list price nationally at 9.4% in the first
quarter of 2017, the highest it has been
since the second quarter of 2015. The
impact of the Central Bank mortgage rules
had meant that inflation was on the way
down, dropping from a high of over 15%,
but after hitting just 6.1% in early 2016,
inflation has risen again. That upward
pressure is completely down to the Dublin
market, as the inflation rate outside the
capital is more or less the same now (9.9%)
as a year ago (9.8%).
		
In Dublin, house price inflation
has increased from 1.2% in early 2016
to 8.7% in early 2017. It is reported that
of Dublin's 25 markets - made up of the
22 postal districts, plus North, West and
South County Dublin - a year ago, none
of them had prices increasing by 10% or
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more and some of the most expensive
had falling prices in early 2016. One year
on and none of these 25 areas in Dublin
is experiencing falling prices and nine of
these areas are seeing increases in double
digits. In a number of parts of the city including Dublin 1, Dublin 7 and Dublin
10 - prices are now up over 70% from their
lowest point. Across the city as a whole,
prices increased by an average of €17,500
in the first three months of 2017 alone and
have risen by almost €120,000 in the last
five years.
		
In the four other major cities,
and across Leinster outside Dublin, the
average increase in prices in the first
quarter of 2017 was €10,000. These
regions also have seen the prices rise by
50% or more on average over the past
few years. The problem is less severe in
Munster, Connacht and Ulster outside
the cities. In these parts of the country,
which make up about 37% of households,
prices have increased by 30% since the
beginning of 2014. It appears that in the
non-city parts of Munster, Connacht and

Ulster, house price inflation has peaked
for now.
		
The re-emergence of house
price inflation as a problem in the first
few months of 2017 has been attributed
to the significant stimulus to demand
given in late 2016, including the change
in mortgage rules for first-time buyers
and the ‘Help-to-Buy’ scheme, which
make it easier for first-time buyers to bid
higher prices. Daft.ie estimates that the
country now needs up to 50,000 homes
per year and notes that in recent years
we have only built one quarter of that.
Given the huge shortfall, policy efforts
need to focus on supply as opposed to
further stimulating demand and prices as
has been the result of initiatives in recent
years.
		
The current situation, which
seems to have been evident since 2011,
means that policymakers must now focus
on increasing housing supply as a matter
of urgency, particularly in and around our
main cities where demand is highest.
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PRODUCT/TECHNOLOGY NEWS

Product/Tech News
Fit for purpose?
A study from Stanford University in the US has raised some serious
questions about the ability of fitness trackers to reliably let you know
how many calories you have burned. Wearable fitness trackers have
enjoyed runaway popularity in recent years as those seeking to improve
or monitor health and fitness levels turn to technology as an ally in
their workouts and fitness regimes. But just how accurate are these
devices? The findings of the recent study suggest that you may need to
take tracker readings with a pinch of salt, particularly when it comes to
energy expenditure or calories used.
			
The study assessed seven popular fitness trackers
worn on the wrist – the Apple Watch, Basis Peak, Fitbit Surge, Microsoft
Band, Mio Alpha 2, PulseOn and Samsung Gear S2 – and involved 60
participants, who were monitored wearing the devices while using
stationary bicycles and walking or running on treadmills. The fitness
tracker measurements in terms of energy expenditure were compared
against the findings of an instrument that monitors oxygen and carbon
dioxide in breath. The Fitbit Surge was the most accurate device in terms of measuring energy expended but even
this had an error rate of 27%, with the other devices faring even worse and one, the PulseOn, clocking up an error rate
of an alarming 93%. One explanation for these extraordinarily poor results may be that the rate at which people burn
calories varies greatly according to their fitness level, height and weight and it may simply be too difficult to create an
algorithm that takes all these variables into account, according to one Stanford researcher.
			
In contrast, when it came to measuring heart rate, the trackers in the Stanford test fared rather
better, showing themselves to be fairly spot on. The trackers’ readings were compared with a medical-grade
electrocardiograph and six out of the seven devices proved to accurately record heart rate with an error rate of less
than 5% and even the worst performing device was accurate to within 5.1%. This finding contrasts with that of a
previous study that formed part of a class-action lawsuit filed in the US in 2016 against Fitbit over the accuracy, or
claimed lack thereof, of its heart-rate tracking and citing the dangers of consumers relying on potentially incorrect
heart-rate readings. The ‘validation’ study, commissioned by plaintiffs in the lawsuit, found the heart-rate tracking of
the Fitbit Charge HR and Surge devices to be highly inaccurate. However, Fitbit is fighting these claims vociferously
and pointing to deficiencies in the methodology of the 2016 paid-for study.
			
When it comes to counting calories, although the research team at Stanford accepts that there will
inevitably be some margin of error, they believe that this needs to be at a much less significant level given that people
are making important lifestyle choices based on their tracker’s readings. For example, if the tracker tells you that you
have burned 1,000 calories when you have only in fact burned 700 calories, you may take the opportunity to treat
yourself to a slice of cake or glass of wine in the mistaken belief that you have met the target set for yourself. Over
time, such treats enjoyed due to inflated readings will likely scupper weight-loss goals.
			
It may be that these devices are not well-suited for use in weight-loss regimes. A multiyear study
published in 2016 evaluated almost 500 people who were looking to lose weight, with one half using fitness trackers
and the other half not. The study found that those who had used a fitness tracker lost approximately 50% less weight
than those who had not used a device. At the time it was suggested that the participants had misinterpreted the
tracker readings and, when notified of how much exercise they had taken, felt that they were able to eat more than
they would have normally. The Stanford study suggests another possible reason, however – that the tracker readings
were faulty in the first place. Clearly, more research is needed into this area to determine if these wearable trackers are
fit for purpose – and, indeed, which purposes they are fit for.
Product News by Clodagh O'Donoghue

The products featured on these pages have not been tested by the Consumers’ Association of Ireland
and their inclusion here is not, in any way, an endorsement of them.
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Pillow talk
Dithering sleepers who can’t decide whether they prefer
a firm pillow or a fluffy one will soon have access to the
perfect solution. French startup Wopilo has come up with
a simple offering in the form of a pillow that is firm on one
side, offering strong support, and soft and fluffy, providing
maximum comfort, on the other. If you find you are not
drifting off to sleep with your head resting one side, you can
always flip the pillow over and give the other side a go to see
if you fare any better. The product could also be useful for
guest bedrooms, where you can let visitors choose which
side of the pillow to opt for depending on their preferences.
			
The Wopilo pillow was developed with the
help of an osteopathic specialist and in recognition of how important a pillow is for back and neck health, as well as for
sleep quality. Proper neck support in bed is needed to prevent the development of neck and back problems but it is also
important for the sleeper to be comfortable in order to get a restorative night’s shut-eye. At the centre of the Wopilo is a
memory foam core and the different firmness options come from placing the foam core closer to one side of the pillow
than the other. On one side of the memory foam is a pocket filled with 200g of high-quality, anti-allergenic microfibers
– creating the thinnest side for firm support – and the softer side has a thicker pocket filled with 450g of microfibers. In
addition, the company claims that the memory foam it uses will not retain body heat, will prevent sweating and has a
longer lifetime than conventional foams.
			
Certainly, this product appears to hold huge appeal. At time of writing, the company, which had looked
to reach a €20,000 goal on crowdfunding site Kickstarter, had attracted funding of more than three times that (€75, 709)
with time left still to run. The estimated retail price will be €89 for one pillow and €178 for two, though backers who helped
to fund the project were able to buy the products at a discount.

Setting high
standards
This year, the National Standards Authority
of Ireland (NSAI) celebrates its 20th
birthday and two decades of working
towards developing and monitoring
standards across the country. Since its
creation in 1997, the NSAI has published
over 23,000 standards covering such
areas as healthcare, construction, food,
technology and the environment.
Although the NSAI has a key role in
supporting businesses and innovation, its
work also has a very real impact on the
lives of consumers. As noted by NSAI Chief
Executive, Geraldine Larkin, “standards
affect almost everything we do, every
day”. Indeed, you might be surprised at
the breadth of products and services that
standards can cover, from the specification
of hurling helmets and carbon monoxide
alarms, to the sun protection factor (SPF) in
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sunscreen lotions, to the width of drinking
straws. Other examples of standards that
affect our everyday lives are standards
for the height and depth of stair steps, for
the understandability of clothes washing
labels, for the durability of shoes and for
the safety of bottled water.
		
One aspect of the NSAI’s work
that comes under its Legal Metrology
division is the inspection of measuring
instruments used in trade to ensure that
they are accurate and that consumers
are not short-changed. The measuring
instruments that come under scrutiny
include petrol pumps and taxi meters and
this role of the NSAI means that consumers
can be confident that they are getting what
they have paid for. Under the Metrology
Act, NSAI inspectors can prosecute
businesses who do not comply with the
law and, although the level of compliance
is generally high in Ireland, the NSAI says
that it takes noncompliance in any sector
very seriously and uses the full powers of
the legislation to effectively deal with issues
that arise.

		
As part of its enforcement
role, the NSAI says that it pays particular
attention to matters brought to its attention
by members of the public. Anyone who
believes that there has been a short
measurement or other issue relating
to the NSAI’s work can complete an
online complaints form at https://www.
nsai.ie/Our-Services/Measurement/
Complaints-and-Appeals.aspx or contact
the organisation by phone or post, giving
as much information as possible about the
transaction, including product and trader
details.
Useful contact
National Standards Authority of Ireland
1 Swift Square,
Northwood,
Santry,
Dublin 9,
Ireland
D09 A0E4
tel: 01 807 3800
email: info@nsai.ie
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FOOD & HEALTH/Summer food safety

Eating Out –

Food safety steps for the great outdoors
‘Dining out’ can take on a whole new meaning when the weather
warms up but with the opportunity for picnics and barbecues comes an
increased risk of food poisoning. By following some tips from safefood,
however, you will be able to eat, drink and be merry in the great outdoors.
In Ireland, the first sign of summer
sunshine and higher temperatures is
heralded with a smell of lit barbecues
coming from back gardens and a mass
exodus to public parks and grassy areas
for an impromptu picnic. Although it may
not be proved scientifically, perceived
wisdom has it that food tastes better out
of doors. And good weather is such a
relative novelty in this part of the world
that it is important to make the most of it
and bask in whatever sunshine is on offer,
including taking your meals al fresco.
However, just because you may be taking
a break from routine by eating in the open
air does not mean that you should relax
all the important food safety practices
you follow when in your own kitchen.
All-island organisation safefood offers a
number of tips that will help avoid your
picnic or barbecue ending in tears due to
an unpleasant bout of food poisoning.

Picnic precautions
Finding a picturesque spot is not a
problem in Ireland with so much beautiful
countryside not to mention gorgeous
beaches and parks on our doorsteps and
there are myriad places to take out your
pre-prepared sandwiches and salads
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REPORT by Clodagh O'Donoghue

and munch away as you admire the
view – generally for free, making it an
inexpensive and often memorable day
out. However, getting food poisoning is
no picnic so here are some ways to ensure
that your food really is good enough to eat
and free from harmful bacteria.
		
The balmy weather may have
lured you outdoors in the first place but
it is essential to keep foods chilled to
the appropriate temperature both when
preparing and transporting them as warm
temperatures can make your food an ideal
breeding ground for bacteria.

possible moment before setting off and
put it straight into the cool bag.

• If you are bringing cooked food for your
picnic, make sure to leave enough time to
chill it thoroughly in your fridge before
you leave the house.

• Any perishable food that has become
warm should not be eaten.

• Invest in an insulated cool box or bag for
transporting food and make sure you have
enough ice packs on board to keep the
food safely chilled.
• Frozen cartons of juice can double as
ice packs and provide a cool beverage on
arrival.
• Leave the food in the fridge until the last

• The cool bag should be stored in the
coolest part of the car and away from any
direct sunlight for the trip – so generally
the car boot is best.
• On arrival at your destination, place the
cool bag in the shade and limit as much as
possible the number of times that the lid
is opened to get drinks and so on, as this
will help to keep the contents colder. Only
remove food just before serving.

• If you plan on cooking your food in the
open air, be sure to take note of the food
safety measures outlined in Barbecue
basics below.
• Make sure to wash your hands before
eating or drinking. Antibacterial wipes
or gel may be used if there is no soap and
water available.
• Avoid putting food directly on picnic
tables or other outdoor surfaces and if
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it touches the ground it will need to be
disposed of.
• Any food or utensils should be packed
away when you are not using them to
avoid them coming into contact with
birds, insects and other animals, which can
carry food poisoning germs.
• If, when packing up at the end, there is
still ice in the cool bag and you can be sure
that any unused food has not been left out
or warmed up, then it should be safe to
bring home.
• Don’t forget to unpack the cool bag as
soon you get home, refrigerating any
leftovers that have stayed cold. And
remember the golden rule with leftovers:
if in doubt, throw it out!

Barbecue basics
Barbecues can be a sociable and fun
way of cooking but it can also be a risky
business fraught with food safety hazards.
It is important to keep a cool head as you
stand over the hot coals and keep in mind
the following tips from safefood to avoid
barbecue blunders:
• Your barbecue may have been
languishing in the shed since last summer
so before you use it for the first time, be
sure to give it a thorough clean with a
suitable oven cleaner or using bicarbonate
of soda on a damp brush, and remember
to rinse it well in warm, soapy water
afterwards.
• Keeping perishable foods safely chilled
in the fridge until you are ready to eat
or cook them is important as germs can
multiply quickly once temperatures rise.
• Frozen foods should be fully defrosted,
preferably by being left on the bottom
shelf in the fridge for the required amount
of time, before you start cooking them.
• The barbecue will need to be lit well in
advance and, with a charcoal barbecue,
the flames will need to have died down
before you begin cooking.
• Hand washing both before handling
food and afterwards – and especially after
coming into contact with raw meat or
poultry – is vital.
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• To avoid cross contamination, ensure that
raw meat is kept separate from cooked
meat or ready-to-eat foods and use
separate utensils and plates or dishes for
raw and cooked meat.
• Keep food covered as much as possible.
• Ensure that the food has been cooked
thoroughly all the way through and especially in the case of poultry, pork and
minced or skewered meats - that there is
no pink meat remaining in the centre with
the juices running clear and that they are
piping hot throughout. With steaks and
whole meat joints of beef or lamb, cooking
the outside will remove all harmful
bacteria so they can be served pink in the
centre according to taste.

Useful contact
safefood
www.safefood.eu
tel: 021 2304100/01 4480600
email: info@safefood.eu
Helpline:
Republic of Ireland 1850 404 567
Northern Ireland 0800 085 1683

• Any marinades used with raw meat will
contain raw meat bacteria and so can only
be used as a sauce if brought to a rolling
boil before serving.
• As ever with leftovers, uneaten food
should be cooled in a safe place –
preferably in your kitchen, away from
direct sunlight and insects or animals –
and placed in the fridge within two hours
of cooking. Leftovers will need to be
eaten within three days.

Mincing matters
It is not just the burgers that we cook ourselves that require vigilance to avoid food
poisoning risks. A new campaign from safefood entitled Burger Fever has taken note
of the growing trend of restaurants offering burgers cooked to customer preference or
less than well done and is warning consumers to always order burgers that are cooked
through to prevent contracting serious and sometimes life-threatening food poisoning.
Similarly, the Food Safety Authority of Ireland has issued advice to caterers and food
business operators to cook minced meat burgers fully - to a core temperature of 75°C- to
ensure they are safe to eat and not to serve, offer or advertise undercooked or ‘pink’
burgers.
			
The safefood campaign follows an online survey by the organisation
that found that 51% of Irish adults reported eating undercooked burgers when in
restaurants. However, 65% of people said they would reconsider this choice if they
knew there was a danger of food poisoning. Whereas harmful bacteria live only on the
surface of a steak and are destroyed by cooking on a high heat, burgers are made up
of minced meat so the bacteria are present on the inside as well as the outside, and to
kill off all bacteria it must be cooked to well done. Undercooked burgers could make
you seriously ill as they carry a higher chance of containing Salmonella and E.coli, with
young children, older people, pregnant women and those with weakened immune
systems most at risk. Although most people recover from food poisoning without any
lasting effects, E.coli in particular can cause serious long-term damage to the blood and
kidneys. So to stay in the pink, you will need to avoid the pink in your burger.
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LIFESTYLE /Online photo printing

Putting you
in the picture
Consumer Choice provides a
snapshot of the online photo
printing market and takes a
look at some photo sharing
options.

REPORT by Atousa Motameni
Additional Research by Clodagh
O’Donoghue
At a glance
• Digital printing prices
• Photo sharing options
Although retro Polaroid-style prints are
coming back into fashion these days, the
majority of us have moved comfortably to
the digital photo-taking platforms. Now
most people walk around with quality
cameras in their pockets in the shape of
their smartphones and going to professional
studios for family portraits is becoming a thing
of the past to some extent. Taking pictures has
become easier and sharing them with loved
ones or the world simpler still, with often our
photos remaining in the digital realm and
never making it to print. Nonetheless, having
those framed shots of family on the stairwell,
poster-sized prints of memorable moments
adorning our walls or smaller snaps for our
wallets still performs the same sentimental
function it always has.
		
Digital printing can be done in a
variety of ways in the comfort of your home.
Most home printers offer photo-printing
options - you just need to get the right
paper and your printing needs can be taken
care of any time you fancy. This can be
costly, however, given the high price of ink
cartridges and will likely only be suitable for
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the occasional photo you need in a hurry.
Another option that won’t require you to
leave your house is to take advantage of the
numerous online photo printing services that
are available. Consumer Choice surveyed a
selection of online printing options in 2012
and is revisiting this category to assess the
value currently available.

Online photo printing survey
With online photo printing services,
you generally create an account on the
provider’s website and then upload your
photos directly from a computer, camera
or mobile device. Often, there are some
editing functions you can avail of to
fine-tune your photo, including cropping
images or adding effects. Your order will
then typically be delivered to your home
when ready.
		
In the tables below we record
the price of printing photos in a range of
popular sizes from a number of online
providers. We also note the cost of printing
your photos onto mugs and keyrings, which
can make for a thoughtful personalised
gift. When going the online route for your
printing needs, you will have to consider
the total price of the service, which will
include delivery costs and possibly other
charges per order. Depending on the
offering, it can be cost-effective to order
more than one item at a time, as delivery

of additional items may incur a nominal
charge of an extra €1 or €2 on top of the
standard delivery charge. Often with
photos, the more you order the lower
the cost of each photo – though postage
charges may increase with the size of
the order, which could offset savings
somewhat, and you may want to consider
whether you really need hundreds of prints.
		
Our current survey aligns closely
with the research conducted in 2012 though
a slightly different range of providers has
been examined to reflect changes in the
market. In addition, it should be noted
that Bonusprint is a UK-based site that
quotes UK prices but delivers to Ireland. As
a result, all pricing from this provider has
been converted from sterling to euro at the
conversion rate at the time the survey was
conducted.
		
When pricing the cost of prints,
we took the price for the lowest number
ordered, though as noted, unit prices often
decrease when you order large numbers
of prints. When we compare our current
survey with the findings in the April 2012
issue of Consumer Choice, prices have
certainly increased and, generally speaking,
so have postal charges. In 2012, the
cheapest price for a 6x4 print we found was
€0.07 whereas, in 2017, the lowest price was
€0.11. In 2012, a 7x5 inch print could cost
as little as €0.15 and, in 2017, though the
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average cost across the providers surveyed
was €0.23, it is possible to get this size print
for a unit cost of €0.16 from Bonusprint,
which, as noted above, quotes its prices in
UK sterling and so this price represents the
price in euro after conversion at current
rates. In terms of postage, delivery charges
started at €2.00 in 2012 for a bundle of up
to 50 prints, whereas in our 2017 survey,
charges for an equivalent delivery begin at
€2.95.
		
It is interesting to note that some
providers charge considerably more for
a 7x5 inch photo than a 6x4 inch print,
whereas with other providers the price
difference is very modest. Thus, if you favor
the larger size it may be worth shopping
around to find the best value – particularly
as our table shows an almost €5.00 price
difference between the most and least
expensive offerings for bundles of 50 snaps
in the 7x5 inch size.
		
However, price is not always the
only factor to consider and sometimes it
is well worth paying a little more for such
aspects as the quality of prints delivered,
good customer service and ease of use. Our
colleagues in the UK at Which? focused on
this area recently, surveying 1,000 users of
online photo printing services about their
experience and two providers from our table
received high scores. Photobox scored
particularly highly for print quality whereas
Snapfish impressed in terms of value for
money and both received top marks for
customer service.
		
When it comes to personalised
gifts, our survey revealed that having a
photo printed onto a mug will cost from
around €15 to €18, with a significant portion
of the cost being made up of postage
charges. Personalised keyrings ranged
from the €10 mark to around €12 including
postage but what was on offer looked to
vary greatly in terms of shape, quality and
even quantity, with one provider including
three items in the pack. The unit cost of your
mug or keyring can often be greatly reduced
if you order more than one at a time, as an
extra item can be added to the package for
as little as €1 more in postage charges. And
you may be able to source a better deal by
eschewing the online providers and going
to a local printing service where no delivery
charges will be necessary. Similarly, the
avoidance of delivery charges may mean
that making a trip to a photo printing kiosk –
often located in camera shops, pharmacies
and other outlets - can produce better value
overall, particularly if you are prepared to
wait more than 24 hours before collecting
your order. As ever, consumers should
do their research and shop around before
committing to a purchase.
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Table 1: ONLINE PHOTO PRINTING PRICE COMPARISON
Online company

Foto.com ( €)

PhotoBox
(€)

Snapfish (€)

Bonusprint
(€)*

Bootsphoto.ie

Prints
6x4 inch (15cmx10cm)
print each

0.11

0.16

0.14

0.14

0.20

7x5 inch (18x13cm)
print each

0.21

0.28

0.25

0.16

0.25

10x8 inch (25x20cm)
print each

1.50

1.75

1.65

na

1.49

Postage costs

3.99 for up to
50 prints

3.99 for
up to 99
prints

2.95 for up to
50 prints

3.40 per
order

2.95 for up to
50 prints

Photo mug

10.69 + 3.99
postage = 14.68

10.00 +
4.99 postage
= 14.99

11.99 + 5.95
postage
= 17.94

10.21 + 4.53
= 14.74

9.99 + 5.95
postage
= 15.94

Keyring

8.09 + 3.99
postage
= 12.08

6.00 **+
3.99 postage = 9.99

3.99 + 5.95
postage =
9.94

na

5.99 + 5.95
postage
= 11.94

Gifts

*converted from UK sterling to euro at the currency conversion rate at the time pricing was recorded
** pack of three keyrings

Table 2: COST OF 50 PRINTS (including delivery)			
Online company

50 prints 6x4 inch

50 prints 7x5 inch

Foto.com

9.49

14.99

Bonusprint

10.21*

11.35*

PhotoBox

11.99

16.49

Snapfish

9.45

14.45

Bootsphoto.ie

12.95

15.45

Surveys carried out 26th June 2017
*converted from UK sterling to euro at the currency conversion rate at the time pricing was recorded

Photo sharing options
For those photographs you would rather
share with the world immediately, there are
many now-familiar social media sites - such
as Facebook, Instagram, and Snapchat – to
do the job. All of these also provide various
levels of editing options that can enhance
photo quality tremendously.
		
Facebook has become the new
classic, where users share their vacation
photos, favorite recipes, and adorable cat
videos. It is easy to post up to forty images
all at once and you can reach a vast array of
people from your younger cousin to your
grandparents who joined more recently.
There is a range of privacy settings available
as well in case you only want your friends to
see the images rather than the whole world,
and the same goes for the other photosharing options mentioned below. New
features have been added where Facebook
will take the images you took on a particular
day and create a video set to music that you
can edit and share as well.

		
Instagram started as a sort of
Twitter for pictures but has evolved above
and beyond now that it has added features
that allow people and businesses alike
to promote themselves and reach a large
audience. Instagram is an increasingly
popular choice, thanks to its editing
capabilities. The app allows you to enhance
a picture through a dozen different filters
with different themes such as a black-andwhite or vintage lens. Alternatively, there
are more advanced ways to edit before
sharing your photo, such as adjusting the
saturation, sharpness, highlights, shadows
and much more. There is also the option of
linking your Facebook and Instagram, so you
can share on both platforms at once.
		
Snapchat is a more intimate
sharing platform where the pictures only
last a few seconds before disappearing or
can be added to your daily ‘story’, which is
refreshed every 24 hours. A new Infinity
option has just been introduced that will
enable recipients to view an image until they
close it, at which point it will be deleted.
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You can either share your photos with all
your friends and family or just a select few.
Snapchat also has the popular ‘geotag’
feature, which uses your location to produce
location-based ‘stickers’ to add perspective
on the images you share. When using
Snapchat you need to take the image with
the app to get the geotags and other filters
it offers. After taking the image you can add
additional filters or fun stickers about how
fast you are going or the time of the day or
the temperature outside.
		
YouTube is not traditionally
thought of in terms of photo sharing but can
be useful if you make a slideshow or video
compilation of the images you took on a
particular trip complete with added music
or a message - YouTube is then an easy
platform to post the video and share the link
with anyone you like.
		
Photo printing and sharing may
sound like they are from different eras but
they achieve a similar aim. The satisfaction
of holding a physical copy of a treasured
memory will never get old, just as letting
distant relatives and close friends see new
memories on social media is here to stay.
Both give us a sense of connectedness with
the moments they capture.

Photo quality techniques
A lot of picture-taking results depend on the quality of the camera. Undoubtedly, phone
cameras are getting better with each new model and there are some phone models that
are already on par with professional-grade cameras. Those looking for dedicated devices
that combine portability and convenience with great image quality can review our Compact
Digital Cameras product test in the current issue. If you are using a phone camera,
depending on its capabilities, there may be a few things you can do to help you get the
professional shots you may be looking for:
• One of the basic techniques is called the rule of thirds. This means that a composition
would be sectioned into nine parts made with two evenly spaced vertical lines and two
horizontal lines. Aesthetically, people prefer the focus of an image to be on the lines or in
the intersection of the lines. Most phone cameras provide these lines for you if you choose
the ‘grid’ option in the photo settings to enable you to position your subjects to best effect.
• Smartphones often allow you to re-focus the brightness before taking a photo by tapping
on the screen where you want to change the lighting and adjusting it as desired. Along the
same lines, a flash can also be useful if well balanced. People are usually inclined to use the
flash in darker situations and this typically results in the unwanted red-eye, but on sunny
days the flash could help with balancing out shadows created in the light.
• To add more excitement to a composition, you can play around with the focus of the
photograph, which has become even easier to do by touching the desired subject on the
screen and the phone will slightly blur the rest of the objects in the frame. For extra artistic
flair, focus on the background or have a small object, such as a flower or puppy, focused in
the foreground in front of an interesting background like a city scape, for example.

Useful contacts
Bonusprint
www.bonusprint.co.uk

Snapfish
www.snapfish.ie

Boots
www.boots.ie

Foto.com
ie.foto.com

Photobox
www.photobox.ie
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LIFESTYLE/ Pet boarding

HOLIDAY TAILS

– Boarding options for your pet
Leaving on holiday and can’t bring Fido or Kitty with you?
Holidays are supposed to be about relaxation but trying to find the
right person or place to take care of your faithful companion can
be exhausting! Consumer Choice has surveyed a range of
kennels, catteries, and pet sitting services to help ease your mind.
Animal accommodations
Consumer Choice looked online to survey
a selection of ten kennels and catteries
from around the country to represent the
differences and similarities between these
pet boarding services. Not surprisingly, the
pricing varied slightly depending on the
location of the kennels and catteries (See our
table below). This list is far from exhaustive
and there may be changes in pricing and
services depending on which pet boarding
service you choose, the size of your pet, the
number of pets, and location.
		
Many places serve as both kennels
and catteries but there is no short supply
of cat-only or dog-only accommodations.
Thus, luckily if you are worried about your
canine companion or feline friend being
anxious around other species there is no
need to fret since there are plenty of options
to choose from. The best way to truly figure
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out which place is right for you and your
pet is by having a ‘test stay’ at the kennel
or cattery that you are interested in. You
can see if your pet enjoyed themselves
and when you drop them off before your
holiday they will already be familiar with the
environment, which can help alleviate any
anxieties you both may be having.
		
One common theme amongst
all of the boarding services was the
necessity for your pet to be up to date on all
vaccinations. This is important for the safety
of your pet and any other animals around
them. Some places also indicated that they
had a vet on call or would contact a local vet
should your pet become sick during their
stay. However, not all pet boarding websites
made reference to their vet arrangements
– therefore, we suggest inquiring about
such services when choosing your kennel or
cattery. Another interesting find was that

REPORT by Shannon James
At a glance
• Kennels and catteries
• Pet sitting
• Travelling with your pet

many of the kennels and catteries provided
food but encouraged you to bring your
pet’s food if they have a sensitive stomach
as changing a food routine may result in
diarrhoea, nausea, and/or vomiting. Regular
exercise and playtime was another common
factor - many places had an indoor and
outdoor area for the animals to play in as
well as multiple walks for the dogs.
		
If you are looking to indulge
your pet, there are some luxurious
accommodations on the market that might
do the trick. These luxury pet hotels provide
services that may make you jealous of your
pet’s holiday. They can provide humansized beds, gourmet food, and a relaxing
ambiance - complete with gentle music and
calming light diffusers - to unwind from any
stresses that your pet may have.
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travel per person is five.

Industry regulation
Consumer Choice has been unable to ascertain if there are any specific regulations by
which commercial kennels or catteries must abide beyond the general provisions of the
Animal Health and Welfare Act 2013, despite making every effort to obtain information
from relevant bodies. The Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine has been
contacted in relation to whether there is any specific legislation that covers this area or if
there are plans to introduce such legislation in the near future. At the time of writing, the
Department has yet to respond and we will update you on this matter when we receive the
information sought. Where such legislation is lacking, pet owners must be all the more
vigilant and careful in researching and choosing a boarding service for their pet.

Keep your hound at home
Pet sitting has long been a task that you
would usually ask of a friend or family
member. When you were away or had to
stay late at work, someone you and your
pet knew well would come over to walk or
feed them. Now pet sitting has a whole
new meaning and there are an abundance
of services set up to find people to take
care of your pet while you are away. The
price for pet sitting varies a great deal
more than kennels and catteries since there
are individual people claiming their own
payments or working within a company.
Depending on age, experience, and
connection with your pet, the price you
may pay will differ. One major upside to
pet sitting is if you have a non-traditional
pet such as a horse, lizard, or disabled pet
since there are pet sitters available who can
provide tailored care for various kinds of
animals.
		
One site called Pet Sitters Ireland
offers professional pet sitters that must
adhere to certain services provided by the
company, such as GPS tracking, a PetCare
journal, and photos after each visit to update
you on the condition of your pet. If your
personal pet sitter is sick or does not show
up for work, Pet Sitters Ireland states that
it has backup pet sitters available in case of
such an event.
		
All 4PAWS is another pet minding
service that provides you with three options.
One is the home boarding service where
your dog will stay at the owner of All 4PAWS’
home with their two other dogs. The second
option is a dog visiting service where staff
will enter your home for 30, 45, or 60 minute
visits to take your dog out and/or feed them.
Similarly, the third option is a cat visiting
service that includes feeding your cat and
cleaning the litter box. These visits are also
in increments of 30, 45, or 60 minutes. All
4PAWS recommends that dogs be visited
twice to three times per day and cats be
visited once to twice per day.
		
Low on money but in desperate
need of a holiday and a pet sitter? There are
services that offer pet sitting free of charge.
This may be a viable option for someone
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who may be looking for a pet sitter but
does not want to shell out the expense of
another holiday just to board their pets. For
example, Trusted Housesitters is a pet sitting
service that connects people who need pet
care to pet sitters who need a place to stay.
In exchange for having someone take care of
your pet for free, the pet sitter receives a free
stay at your home. This ensures that you
both receive something from the experience
while your pet can stay in their home and
continue with their regular routine. Pet
Holiday Swap is another free pet sitting
service where you can stay at someone's
home on holiday while taking care of their
pet and someone stays at your home on
holiday taking care of your pet.

Travelling tails
If you cannot bear the thought of leaving
your pet behind while you are on holiday,
there are options to bring them along. It
is important to consider that there are
many different requirements for travelling
with a pet and these requirements change
depending on the country you are travelling
to.
		
According to the Department of
Agriculture, Food, and the Marine (DAFM),
for your dog, cat, or ferret to enter or reenter Ireland you will need the following:

• Pet passport from your vet or an EU

• You must notify the DAFM by email at least
24 hours in advance about the arrival of your
dog, cat, or ferret.

• If you are entering from outside the EU, you
must enter through Dublin airport.
		
Depending on where you are
travelling to, you will need to research the
regulations for that country or territory
to ensure a smooth trip. Also consider
countries’ quarantine periods since some
places have a longer quarantine than your
holiday may last.

Tips for a stress-free holiday
Whether you choose to board your pet at a
kennel or cattery, use a pet sitting service,
or decide to bring your pet with you, it is
important to do your research in order to
prevent any trouble during your holiday.
		
When picking a kennel, cattery, or
pet sitting service, it is wise to be cautious.
Getting recommendations from friends and
family who have found places or people
that they trust is usually the safest bet when
searching for a service for your pet. In an
attempt to research further, you can check
online for reviews on the pet boarding
service or pet sitter.
		
When choosing a kennel or
cattery, make sure to investigate the place
prior to dropping your pet off. If they do
not allow you to visit behind the front desk,
this may be a warning sign that perhaps the
kennel or cattery is not up to most people’s
standards for their pets. If possible, we
also advise a ‘test stay’ for your pet prior
to your holiday. This will better assure you
of whether or not the kennel or cattery is a
good fit. When picking a kennel or cattery it
is important to know what to look for. Good
questions to ask a pet boarding service
before dropping your pet off are:

certificate showing microchip insertion.

• Rabies vaccination at least 21 days prior to

• Are there any restrictions on what kind of
pets you will and will not take?

travelling.

• Rabies blood test if travelling from
specific countries not located on the DAFM
Qualifying Low Risk Countries list.

• Is food provided or will I need to bring my
pet’s food?

• Is there air conditioning or heat in their
rooms?

• Specific tapeworm treatment for all dogs
(except for those coming from Finland,
Malta, the UK or Norway). Tapeworm
treatment is not required for cats.

• Movement of the pet animal must take

• How often will my pet be exercised? And
what kind of exercise is available?
(lead-walked, group play, individual play,
etc.)

place within five days of the owner.

• What happens if my pet becomes sick while

• Maximum number of animals allowed to

in your care?
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When choosing a pet sitting
service or a pet sitter, it is important to
meet with the person responsible for
your pet while you are away and to gain
a trusting relationship. Be sure that both
you and your pet are comfortable with the
proposed pet sitter before agreeing to allow
them into your home. It is important to
adhere to certain precautions when using
such services. Be aware of any warning
signs when you choose a pet sitter and
take certain safety measures by doing the
following:

• Never give out your personal details, such
as your home address or phone number, to
a pet sitter until you are happy that they are
trustworthy

countries you will be entering and leaving
from. Be sure to give yourself enough
time to get the necessary vaccinations and
paperwork done before your trip.

• Conduct a background check or make sure

• Research and adhere to all of the

the pet sitting service provides you with a
background check on the person who will
be entering your home and/or taking care
of your pet

regulations in place

		
If you decide to bring your pet
with you on holiday be prepared to research
regulations and restrictions in all of the

• Check the quarantines for all of the
countries you will be visiting
		
Finally once you are done with
all of your research and preparation, say
farewell and have a relaxing holiday!

Table: A selection of kennels and catteries from around the country
Kennel/Cattery

Price per day (One pet)

Pets
accepted

Vet on call

Daily
excercise

Restrictions

AC/Heat

Food

DSPCA Pet Spa &
Hotel
(Dublin)

Dog
€25-€27 per day
Cat
€17 per day

Dogs and
cats

7 days a week

Yes

Must be up-to-date on
vaccinations

AC and Heat

If forgotten, can
be purchased in
store for extra
charge

Woofy's and
Snuggles (Kildare)

Dog
€17 per day
Cat
€12 per day

Dogs and
cats

Vet on call
24/7

Yes

Must be up-to-date on
vaccinations
No unneutered male cats
over 7 months old

AC and Heat

Information not
provided on
website

Happy Hounds
(Meath)

Dog: €13-15 per day

Dogs

Yes

Yes

Must be up-to-date on
vaccinations
No puppies under 16 weeks
No diabetic dogs

Heat

Provided but you
can bring your
own food

Stepaside Cattery
(Dublin)

Cat
€14.50- €16.50 per day

Cats

Vet located
2 minutes
away

Yes

Must be up-to-date on
vaccinations

Heat in the
winter

Dry food provided

Wicklow Kennels
& Cattery
(Wicklow)

Dog
€16-€24 per day
Cat
€11-€19 per day

Dogs and
cats

Information
not provided
on website

Yes

Must be up-to-date on
vaccinations
No unneutered male dogs
over 8 months
No dogs on the "Dangerous
Dog" list
No dogs/cats with serious
health problems

Heat

Royal Canin food
provided for both
dogs and cats

Kitty Cove Cattery
(Cork)

Cat : €10 per day

Cats

24-hour
veterinary
cover

Yes

Must be up-to-date on
vaccinations

Heat

Information not
provided on
website

Kings Kennels
(Dublin)

Dog: €20 per day

Dogs

Information
not provided
on website

Yes

Must be up-to-date on
vaccinations
No females in heat

Heat, woodburning stove
and infrared
lamps

Food included in
price

Grantstown
Kennels & Cattery
(Waterford)

Dog: €13 per day
Cat: €8 per day

Dogs and
cats

Information
not provided
on website

Yes

Must be up-to-date on
vaccinations

Heat

Food provided
Dogs: Complete
and
tinned food
Cats: Dry and
tinned food

Galway Kennels
(Galway)

Dog
€13- €13.50 per day
Cat: €12.50 per day

Dogs and
cats

They will
contact your
vet

Yes

Must be up-to-date on
vaccinations

Heat

Bring your own
food €1 per day
charge if forgotten

Lisbrock Boarding
Kennels
(Roscommon)

Dog: €12 per day
Cat: €8 per day

Dogs and
cats

Information
not provided
on website

Yes

Must be up-to-date on
vaccinations

Heat

Information not
provided on
website

Survey conducted July 2017
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Money/Central Credit Register

REPORT by Róisín Moloney Weekes

The Central Credit Register
Consumer Choice investigates the Central
Bank’s new Central Credit Register and what
it means for individual consumers.
Ireland has a new system for compiling an
individual’s credit history that prospective
lenders will then be able to view during
a loan application process. As part of the
EU/IMF Programme of Financial Support
for Ireland, the Irish government gave
a commitment to develop a framework
that would facilitate the collection and
centralisation of financial information on
loans. Up to this, the Irish Credit Bureau
(ICB) had been the only equivalent register
available here but a difficulty lay in the fact
that not all lending institutions were ICB
members and certain credit agreements
were not registered with this body. The
Central Credit Register was established to
resolve a weakness identified in various
reports published after the banking crisis
and will be operated by the Central Bank
of Ireland. A consumer’s credit report
will not contain a score or rating from the
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Central Credit Register but lenders will
be able to use the information to obtain
a more detailed picture of a consumer’s
credit history, which will help them to
make decisions about loan applications.
In addition, consumers will be able to see
what credit information lenders hold about
them.

What is included?
The Credit Report Act 2013 created the
statutory basis under which the Central
Bank operates the Central Credit Register.
This act sets out the provisions with
respect to the scope of the register, to
whom it applies, to what information it
applies, how this information is to be held,
how this information is to be collected,
how and who can access this information
on the register as well as the retention,
amendment and correction of information.

At a glance
• Central Credit Register
• Implementation
• Data control

Since June 30th last and every month into
the future, banks, credit unions and other
lenders that facilitate consumer loans in
excess of €500 will be required to submit
personal and credit information on all loans
they provide to the Central Credit Register.
All types of borrowers fall within the remit
of the Credit Register, including companies,
consumers, individuals, partnerships and
sole traders. Over 500 different lenders
will be included in the register including
asset finance houses, banks, credit unions,
firms that have acquired loan books from
Irish financial institutions in recent years,
licensed moneylenders, local authorities
and NAMA.
		
The types of loans that will be
included are those in excess of €500 to
a borrower who lives in the State at the
time of applying for a loan or the loan
agreement/application is governed by Irish
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law. Credit cards, mortgages, overdrafts
and personal loans are all included. Hire
purchase/personal contract plans (PCPs)
are not included at the moment but it is
intended that they will be in the future.
Utility bills, pawnbrokers and income/salary
information will not be included on the
register. Other information not included
on the register is information relating
to deposit accounts or tax liabilities,
information from the Courts Service such
as instalment orders or attachments
of earnings, or information from the
Insolvency Service of Ireland such as
information on debt relief notices, personal
insolvency or bankruptcy.

Implementation timeline
The Central Credit Register does not
grade credit reports or decide if a loan is
approved or not. It will, however, provide
credit reports in order to help lenders to
make decisions on loan approvals. The
information transferred by lenders to the
Central Credit Register will be the basis
of these reports. The Central Bank is the
owner of the information held and the
Central Credit Register is a data controller
under the Data Protection Acts.
		
The Central Credit Register will
be implemented on a phased basis with
Phase 1 focusing on the submission of
information on consumer loans and Phase 2
focusing on submission of information from
licensed moneylenders, local authorities
and business loans.
		
As of 30th June 2017, lenders,
other than licensed moneylenders and
local authorities, were required to begin
submitting consumer loan information to
the Central Credit Register on a monthly
basis. This began with credit cards,
mortgages, overdrafts and personal loans.
Consumer Choice asked the Central Credit
Register its reasoning for delaying this
requirement for licensed moneylenders
and local authorities who will only begin
submitting consumer loan information
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after 31st March 2018. The response was as
follows:
		
“The Central Bank is
implementing the Central Credit
Register on a phased basis, the first
phase of which will commence on 30
June with consumer loans – credit cards,
mortgages, overdrafts and personal
loans. Loans from money lenders and
local authorities will be included from
March next year along with Phase 2
which focuses on lending to business.
Follow this link for more information on
the implementation timeline https://www.
centralcreditregister.ie/about/timeline/.
With respect to licensed moneylenders,
the Report of the Inter-Agency Working
Group on Credit Histories noted that the
majority of licensed moneylenders in
Ireland lack the financial and technical
capacity to on-board to the Register
at the start. Consumer loans at banks,
credit unions, credit card providers,
finance houses, retail credit firms, and
loan book purchasers are included in
Phase 1 as these lenders have experience
of handling and processing personal and
granular credit data and represent the
largest proportion of consumer lending.”
		
By December 31st 2017 lenders,
excluding moneylenders and local
authorities, must have completed the
submission of consumer loan information
to the Central Credit Register. Information
must be backdated to 30th June 2017 and
this will end Phase 1.
		
On 31st March 2018, Phase 2
kicks in, with licensed moneylenders and
local authorities beginning to submit
consumer loan information to the Central
Credit Register. Those who have submitted
information at this time may start
requesting credit reports. Business loans
such as loans to companies, partnerships,
clubs and associations will be included at
this point.

		
From 30th September 2018,
licensed moneylenders and local
authorities must have completed the
submission of consumer loan information
to the Central Credit Register. Information
must be backdated to 31st March 2018.
Lenders that are subject to Phase 1 may
request a borrower’s credit report for loan
applications of €500 or more and for loans
applications over €2,000 they must request
a borrower’s credit report from this date
forward.
		
As of 31st March 2019, lenders
that are subject to Phase 2 must request
a borrower’s credit report for loan
applications of €2,000 or greater.

Responses to clarification
sought
Consumer Choice asked the Central
Credit Register why, if the register is to
avoid overborrowing, the threshold is set
at €500. We asked if this would not play
into the hands of money lenders and lead
to significant debt if each member of a
household can borrow up to €500 without
the need for a report. The response was as
follows:
		 “The Act states that the
threshold is €500. This will be reviewed
after a period of practical operation
of the Register. Only the Minister for
Finance has the power to amend the
threshold.”
		
Individuals can request their
credit report from the register and the first
one is free of charge. There is no mention
of the fee that would be charged for the
second and subsequent report, so we asked
the Central Credit Register for its comments
and the reply was as follows:
		 “The Register will start
producing credit reports in early 2018,
and at that stage individuals can request
their credit report, with the first report
being free of charge. Further information
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on the fee that may be charged for
any subsequent report(s) will be made
available in Q4 of this year, in advance of
the production of credit reports in early
2018.”
		 Consumer Choice asked the
Central Register what happens if an
individual gets their report, finds it is wrong
and notifies the Central Bank. In these
circumstances, that individual would need
changes made and subsequently would
need a new report to verify the changes
were correct but would they receive this
report free of charge? The Central Register
responded as follows:

“Section 10 of the Act provides
that if the Bank amends information
held on the Register, perhaps as a result
of exactly such a scenario, it shall give
notice of the decision together with a
copy of the amended information to the
borrower. There is no provision in the Act
for a fee in this case.”
		 Consumer Choice further asked
the register about the rules that surround
the correction of a report and was told that:
		 “Section 9 of the Act provides
the timeline under which applications for
amendment of information held on the
Register must be dealt with. This sets out

The new credit report

Choice Comment

As outlined by the Central Bank of Ireland, credit reports, which will begin to become
available in 2018, will contain the following information:
PERSONAL INFORMATION includes

CREDIT INFORMATION includes

Name (forename & surname)

Type of loan (credit card, mortgage, overdraft, and
personal loan)

Current and previous addresses

Name of the lender

Date of birth

Amount of the loan

Personal public service number(PPSN)

Outstanding balance

Gender

Number of overdue payments, if any

Eircode

Date of next payment

Telephone number

Amount of next payment

The Central Bank notes that personal information is collected to ensure that loans and
borrowers are correctly matched on the Central Credit Register. In addition, credit information includes both positive and negative credit information (i.e. both payments
made and payments missed) and this information will build up over time until five
years of transactions are shown. Your credit report will also include details of which
lenders have accessed your report, the date it was accessed and the reason the lender
sought your report. These details are retained for six months after a lender has accessed your report.
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a period of 15 days from when the notice
is received.”
		
For individual consumers, this
Central Credit Register will hold sensitive
information. While there is a responsibility
on the register as data controllers to
protect our data there is too a risk, as
with all our data, of a breach of our data
protection rights. Consumers will have to
remain vigilant that the information stored
about them is accurate and up to date. As
these credit reports become established,
they will become more and more influential
in decisions made regarding our finances,
as in other countries.

The reality is that, in terms of
'rating', and as far as lenders
are concerned, there will
be little internal change in
the manner in which they
ultimately determine a
consumer’s creditworthiness
and risk.
What must change
though, if we are to have trust
in the system, is the level of
transparency and the means
to advising all borrowers as to
how their data is protected.
This new regime demands
that all data be protected at
the highest possible level
and the Central Bank must
be proactively engaged in
regular monitoring and audit
so that a guarantee and
assurance can be made for a
system into which we must
provide all of our personal
information.

Useful contact
The Central Credit Register
www.centralcreditregister.ie
Email: consumerinfo@
centralcreditregister.ie
Lo-call: 1890 100 050
Landline: 01 224 5500
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Choosing the mortgage for you
Consumer Choice explores the mortgage market
and how consumers can choose right mortgage
for them.
Choosing a mortgage is akin to marriage a partnership that will last an average of 34
years and will be likely to require the lion’s
share of your monthly salary. Choosing
the right mortgage for you takes careful
consideration to ensure a compatible
union can be found. The mortgage market
is incredibly competitive and it can be hard
to understand what exactly is on offer.

Mortgage types
We begin with the different types of
mortgages which generally fall into two
categories. Fixed-rate mortgages charge
interest at a rate that stays the same for a
number of years, typically between two to
five years. A variable rate mortgage means
the interest you pay can change.
		
Fixed-rate mortgages can
mean you pay the same rate of interest
throughout the deal no matter what
occurs with interest rates generally. These
will be advertised with the rate of interest
and the length of time such as two/three/
four/five years at that interest rate. This
offers peace of mind that your monthly
payments will stay the same, helping
you to budget. Fixed interest rates are
usually slightly higher than variable rate
mortgages and if interest rates were to
fall you would not benefit if already in a
fixed-rate mortgage deal.
		
If choosing a fixed-rate mortgage
look out for charges that apply if you want
to leave the deal early as you are tied in for
the length of the fixed period. At the end
of the fixed period, you should look for a
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new mortgage deal a couple of months
before the end of the current deal or you
will be moved automatically onto the
lender’s standard variable rate.
		
With variable-rate mortgages
on the other hand, the interest rate can
change at any time. You may find it more
difficult to budget and a savings fund
should be set aside so that you can afford
any increases that may arise on mortgage
payments if rates do rise. Variable-rate
mortgages come in a number of forms.
The standard variable rate (SVR) is the
normal interest rate your mortgage
lender charges and it lasts as long as
your mortgage does or until your lender
changes it. Consumers have a freedom
with SVR as they can overpay or pay off
their mortgage earlier at any time. The
flip side of this is the uncertainty arising
from the fact that your interest rate can be
changed at any time during the term of
the loan.
		
A discount mortgage is a type
of variable-rate mortgage that offers a
discount from the lender’s SVR and only
applies for a certain length of time, such
as two or three years. It is worth shopping
around as SVRs are different from lender
to lender and, when the discount is
advertised, keep in mind that the bigger
the discount does not necessarily indicate
a lower interest rate overall. The discount
mortgage offers a saving as the rate starts
off cheaper and monthly repayments
will be lower to begin with. Also if your
lender lowers the SVR, you will pay less

At a glance
• Types of mortgages
• Financial advisers

monthly. Again like SVR you cannot be
certain of monthly payments, which can
make budgeting difficult. Moreover, at the
end of the discounted period, you will go
onto either the fixed or variable rate on
offer at that time, so before signing up to
a discounted offer, you will need to know
what rate you will pay after the offer ends
and what will be the total cost. Charges
may also apply to discount mortgages if
you wish to leave before the end of the
discount period.
		
Tracker mortgages are a type of
variable rate mortgage that moves directly
in line with the European Central Bank
(ECB) interest rate. If the base rate goes
down by 0.5% your rate will go down by
the same amount. In different economic
circumstances in which rates rise so too
would your monthly repayments. Lenders
are unlikely to offer tracker mortgages
to new customers any more given that
lending institutions lost money on tracker
mortgages held by Irish consumers over
the last ten years when the rates being
tracked fell. Those at the end of a fixedrate mortgage period may be able to move
to a tracker rate if this was offered to them
at the time they signed up for the fixed
rate. If the original documentation states
that a tracker mortgage was one of the
options after the fixed term ends, then the
lender will have to offer the tracker rate,
even if this is no longer widely available.
		
A capped-rate mortgage moves
in line normally with the lender’s SVR
but the cap means it cannot rise above a
July / August 2017

certain level, regardless of how high the
ECB rate rises. While your repayments will
not go above the capped level, they can
go right up to it so you must allow for this
when budgeting and ensure you could
afford it. Your rate will also fall if the SVR
comes down. Often the cap tends to be
quite high and the rate is generally higher
than other variable and fixed rates. Your
lender can also change the rate at any time
up to the level of the cap.

Deposits and charges
When comparing the deals available,
remember to incorporate the fees payable
to taking out the mortgage as well as
any exit penalties. Fees can include
administration fees, arrangement fees,
solicitor’s fees and a charge for a structural
survey of the property. In Ireland, banks
typically calculate the interest rate they
charge based on a range of factors
including the ECB’s interest rate and
competition in the market place. The
percentage of the property value the
borrower is seeking in the form of a loan
also impacts the interest rate used.
		
Determining what bank offers
the lowest mortgage rate can be difficult
because banks will offer rates based on a
borrower’s loan-to-value ratio. The best
deal for you may not be the bank offering
the lowest interest rate but rather which
type of mortgage would suit you and
the type of sign-up incentives on offer
by different lenders - for example, banks
offering to cover €1,500 towards legal fees
or 2% cash back of your mortgage sum.
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The deposit required has
changed in recent years but a minimum
has been set by the Central Bank rules
and, as of 1st January 2017, first-time
buyers are allowed a 90% loan-to-value
limit and so will require a 10% deposit
to be paid upfront. This rises to 20% for
those who are not first-time buyers. This is
further complicated by the Central Bank’s
mortgage rules that impose a limit of 3.5
times your annual income - so if you earn
€50,000 a year you can borrow a maximum
of €175,000.

Financial advice
Getting independent financial advice
can be a wise choice when it comes to
mortgages given the number of products
available on the market. A qualified and
experienced financial adviser can help you
save money and time by shopping around
on your behalf as well as identifying the
most suitable products for you.
		
When choosing an advisor you
should check that they are authorised
on the Central Bank Register at registers.
centralbank.ie/. Talk to more than one
adviser before choosing and ask what
type of advice they can give you. It is
also important to ask how they get paid whether it is through fees, a commission
from financial services businesses, or a
mixture of these? Financial advisers can be
tied agents who advise and sell products
from a financial services business to which
they are linked. Although they still must
provide a product that is suitable for your
needs, they cannot shop around on your
behalf. Other financial advisers are multiagency intermediaries, such as investment
brokers, who advise on and sell products
from a number of financial services firms,
whereas authorised advisers are required
to consider relevant products from all
financial services businesses in the market.
		
You may consider hiring a
mortgage broker to act as an intermediary
between you and mortgage lenders when
you are applying for a mortgage. Mortgage
brokers generally work with a number of
mortgage lenders but, again, you will need
to enquire about the fees and charges
involved before making a decision.
		
Financial advisers must provide
you with their ‘Terms of Business’, which
explains their authorised status and a
description of the services they offer. This
information will also tell you if they are
tied to one financial services firm for any
products they advise on.
		
For those considering going it
alone without the help of professional
financial advice, there are a number of
useful online mortgage comparison tools
that can provide an initial indication of the

interest rates on offer plus other applicable
fees. Such comparison tools can be found
at bonkers.ie and the website of the
Competition and Consumer Protection
Commission, www.ccpc.ie. With so many
different providers and the wide range of
products and rates available, it is a good
idea to talk with several banks before
making up your mind. A straightforward
route is to make an appointment with a
lender, giving them the details of what you
wish to borrow, over what term and with
what deposit etc. and asking them to give
you a printout of the repayments broken
down over the term of the mortgage
at the current interest rates. This will
show in very clear terms what the initial
payments will be and also what later
repayments will be, after any offers end.
While these repayments may change in
line with any interest-rate changes it does
offer a useful comparison tool. Meeting
with a number of banks and getting this
breakdown of repayments based on
the same criteria unique to you from a
number of banks offers the most insightful
means of comparison. Despite being time
consuming, you have no need to rely on
an intermediary and you can make an
informed decision on what is one of the
greatest commitments of your life.
Useful contact
Central Bank of Ireland
PO Box 559
New Wapping Street
Dublin 2.
Tel: +353 1 2244000
http://registers.centralbank.ie
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Money/Tenancy Rights

My Rights as a Tenant
Consumer Choice investigates what rights a
tenant has in an increasingly pressurised
rental market.
It is no secret that the current housing
market is deficient in a number of ways
when it comes to meeting the levels of
demand. Many of the ‘would-be house
purchasers’ are remaining in the rental
sector for numerous reasons, including the
Central Bank lending rules and negative
equity in homes purchased during the
Celtic tiger era - and for many more there is
just not the suitable supply of properties in
suitable locations for them. A by-product
of these market conditions means that
there is an increasing pressure on the
rental market. At the time of writing, there
are approximately 7,680 people homeless
in Ireland.
		
A recent report published by
Daft.ie documenting changes in Irish
rental prices states that over the past five
years the market has shown increasing
signs of distress with stronger demand
and weaker supply each year. This report
points to rents in Dublin now being
66% higher than at their lowest point,
whereas rents outside Dublin have risen
by 41%. The report notes a new all-time
high average monthly rental rate of €1,131
nationwide and highlights that the supply
of rental houses was found to be at the
joint lowest on record, with just 3,100
houses to rent nationwide.
		
Despite the scarcity of rental
properties and the increasing rents in what
appears to be a landlords’ market, tenants
have rights and landlords have obligations
to their tenants regardless of the market
forces at play. The rights and obligations
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of both the landlord and the tenant are
based on law and on any agreement that
is made between the parties. Agreements
do not necessarily have to be in writing
and can, in fact, be made orally or can, in
certain circumstances, be implied.
These rights and obligations are
important to be aware of, particularly
in a pressurised rental market when
tenants may feel that their current
tenancies could be threatened. These
rights and obligations relate to tenure,
accommodation standards, periods of
notice for termination, and rules around
the returning of deposits, amongst many
other things.

Part 4 tenancies
If a tenant is resident in rented
accommodation for longer than six
months they will automatically gain the
right to stay in the property for a further
three and a half years. This is known as a
‘Part 4’ security of tenure. From the end
of 2016, all new Part 4 and further Part
4 tenancies have been extended from
four- to six-year cycles, so if your tenancy
commenced after 24th December 2016, it
will run in a six-year cycle, and after the
initial six-month period, you will gain the
right to stay for a further five and a half
years. When a tenant has a Part 4, the
landlord can only terminate the tenancy
on certain grounds, such as if the landlord
is planning to sell the property. Other
reasons landlords can terminate a Part
4 are if they need the property for their

REPORT by Róisín Moloney Weekes
At a glance
• Tenancies
• Notice period
• Receivers appointed

own use, if the tenant fails to meet the
conditions of the tenancy, or if substantial
works or refurbishment need to be carried
out.
		
A fixed-term lease means that a
landlord and tenant enter an agreement
for a fixed period of time. The landlord
can only terminate the agreement where
the tenant has been in breach of his/her
obligations, therefore the landlord cannot
rely on any of the reasons to terminate
outlined above. The tenant cannot
terminate the agreement either, unless of
course the landlord has breached his/her
obligations.
		
The existence of a fixed-term
tenancy does not stop the tenant from
invoking the Part 4 tenancy. The Part 4
tenure runs with the fixed-term tenancy
so that the continuous occupation by
a tenant under a fixed-term tenancy
for a period of six months means that
the tenant will become entitled to the
protections of a Part 4 tenancy to the
extent that they benefit the tenant over
and above the rights afforded under the
terms of the fixed-term tenancy.
		
If you have a Part 4 and you
continue to rent the property after the
four/six years is up, the cycle starts again.
The landlord can again only end the lease
during the first six months of this second
cycle, known as a ‘further Part 4 tenancy’.
		
Tenants in a Part 4 are not
obliged to sign a new lease during this
tenancy. If asked to, it is important that a
tenant would be happy with its content.
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Ending a tenancy
If a tenant is told that their landlord wants
them to leave, the landlord must have valid
grounds for ending the tenancy, such as
wanting to sell the property, refurbishment
or change of use of the property. The
landlord must also serve a valid notice
of termination on the tenant in order to
properly terminate the tenancy. For a
notice to be valid it must be in writing
and signed and must specify the date the
notice is served to the tenant. The day
the notice starts to run is the day after it
is served. This notice must also state the
reason for termination in situations where
the tenancy has lasted more than six
months. Extra information is necessary in
the notice where the termination is based
on the landlord or his/her family returning
to live in the property or if the property is
being sold or if refurbishment or change of
use is being carried out. In such situations,
tenants must be notified that they have
first option to re-let the property within
six months of the termination date if the
dwelling becomes available for re-renting.
		 If either the landlord or tenant
breaches their obligations under the
legislation or lease agreement, they should
notify the other party of the problem and
if it is not rectified within a reasonable
period they can serve a twenty-eight day
termination notice. In some circumstances
– where, for example, the tenant is
engaging in serious anti-social behaviour
-the notice period can be reduced to seven
days.

Duration of
Tenancy

Notice by
Landlord

Notice by
Tenant

Less than 6
months

28 days

28 days

6 months to
1 year

35 days

35 days

1-2 years

42 days

42 days

2-3 years

56 days

56 days

3-4 years

84 days

84 days

4-5 years

112 days

84 days

5-6 years

140 days

84 days

6-7 years

168 days

84 days

7-8 years

196 days

84 days

8 years or
more

224 days

112 days
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A landlord is never permitted to
forcibly remove a tenant by changing the
locks or turning off utilities or to remove
tenants’ possessions from a property
they are still living in. It is not the role of
the Gardaí to assist with the removal of a
tenant from a property either.
		
If a tenant finds themselves
in a situation where the landlord is
demanding that they leave the property
then the tenant must inform the landlord,
preferably in writing, that they have a legal
entitlement to stay. A tenant can seek a
legal remedy by lodging a complaint with
the Residential Tenancies Board (RTB)
online or by post (See Useful contacts).

Rent increases
Another area tenants may benefit from
learning about is their rights when it comes
to rent increases. Rent can now only be
changed every twenty-four months, with
this period calculated either from the
beginning of the tenancy or the date of the
last rent review. Rent cannot be increased
over the market rate and this can be
assessed by comparison to rent being paid
in similar housing areas. A landlord must
give ninety days’ notice of any rent increase
and this must be in writing.
		
An initiative introduced to
protect tenants is the introduction of Rent
Pressure Zone rules. An area where rents
have increased by 7% or more annually for
the majority of the last 18 months can be
designated a Rent Pressure Zone for three
years. The effect of this measure will mean
that rents in these areas can only increase
by 4% per year. The hope is that this
measure will protect sitting tenants from
significant rent increases.
		
According to Daft.ie’s recent Irish
Rental Price report, since 2013, market
rents nationally have risen by just over
50% but sitting rents have increased by
just 27%. In other words, those who have
stayed in the same lease have enjoyed a
discount relative to market rents, with rents
increasing by just half the increase seen
on the market. With the introduction of
Rent Pressure Zone rules, sitting tenants
now enjoy not only a discount relative to
the market rent but also protection of that
lower rent into the future. Meanwhile,
movers in the private rented sector face
not only far higher rents but almost no
availability in the market. In such a market,
it is less likely that a prospective tenant
would seek proof from the landlord that
the rent they would pay is only 4% higher
than a year previously, in circumstances
where tenants so often have to compete
with other potential renters to even secure
a property.

Properties in receivership
A lot of private rented properties were
bought by their owners under a buy-to-let
mortgage and, in circumstances where the
owner defaults on mortgage repayments,
the lender may appoint a receiver to collect
the income, such as rent, from a property
to ensure the loan is repaid. This can cause
difficulties for the tenant given the current
lack of clarity around how the appointment
of a receiver affects tenancy rights. 		
		
Confusion may arise over to
whom the rent should be paid or who is
responsible for carrying out repairs and
maintenance, returning the deposit and so
on.
		
If a receiver is appointed to the
property you are renting, you should ask
to see a copy of the deed of appointment
to ensure that the receiver is properly
appointed before paying your rent to
them. You will need to get receipts for all
payments and ask for clarification that the
receiver is responsible for the carrying out
of repairs on the property. Your tenancy
continues and you have the right to remain
in the property and the receiver should
honour any pre-existing tenancy terms and
conditions. The tenant has no obligation to
sign a new lease and the tenancy can only
end by the receiver serving valid notice.
You should also get the receiver to confirm
if he/she is responsible for returning your
deposit and if your landlord continues to
demand rent or suggests that the receiver
is to be ignored, you will need to seek
further information from a solicitor, from
FLAC or Threshold.

Useful contacts
The Residential Tenancies Board
PO Box 11884
Dublin 2
tel: 0818 30 3037
www.rtb.ie
email: disputes@rtb.ie
Threshold
Head Office
21 Stoneybatter
Dublin 7
tel: 1800 454 454
www.threshold.ie
email: advice@threshold.ie
FLAC
Free Legal Advice Centres,
13 Lower Dorset Street,
Dublin 1,
Ireland
tel: 1890 350 250/01-874 5690
www.flac.ie
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Product Test/Blenders

Blenders
There has been
plenty of buzz about
blenders in recent
years and our labs
have been blitzing
berries, pulverising
nuts, crushing ice
and more to uncover
some smooth
operators.

With the summer - and hopefully some
sunshine - comes a renewed enthusiasm
for healthy living and, particularly, healthy
eating. Many of us make great efforts
to eat the recommended five portions
of fruit and vegetables a day and health
guidelines have been revised recently so
that, ideally, we should be consuming five
to seven servings daily. This may be a
struggle for some and the blender market
has cleverly positioned its offerings as
being one way to help meet healthy
eating recommendations. If you don’t
feel inclined to munch your way through
the required number of apples, carrots,
and the like, simply pop all the necessary
elements of a healthy diet into a blender,
pulverise them to a pulp and sip and slurp
away.

Smoothie for one to go

REPORT by Clodagh O'Donoghue

At a glance
• Single-serve blenders
• Blender tips
• Seven Choice Buys
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We last looked at jug blenders in our
December 2014 issue and since then the
market has diversified a little. While the
familiar jug blender is still very much in
evidence, the single-serve or personal
blender category has developed,
popularised by the NutriBullet, which
emerged as a household name in the
market and sparked myriad imitators
and successors that cover the same basic
territory. Single-serve blenders position
themselves as convenient and compact
devices that deliver the ultimate in
nutrition extraction for a more healthful

lifestyle. The convenience element
is largely due to the ability to blend
ingredients in a one-portion cup and then
drink from the very same container. This
notion of a blend-and-go routine conjures
up images of the epitome of healthy
living, providing a nutritious liquid snack
on the run for busy, productive, energetic
types who care about their diets.
		
Beyond simply upping your fruit
and veg intake, some manufacturers of
personal blenders even claim that you can
unlock more nutrients by blitzing your
berries and other ingredients with their
machines than you would typically get
by simply eating the same foods in their
whole form. There is currently insufficient
evidence to conclusively prove such
claims. With some foods, disrupting their
original state through a process such as
blending could make some nutrients more
readily available but for others it could
hamper their bioavailability...and given
that metabolising food is a highly complex
process, many other factors also have an
impact.
		
Nonetheless, if a blender makes
it sufficiently convenient to fit in an extra
helping or two of fruit and vegetables into
your diet, and you are more likely to drink
the healthful ingredients in a smoothie
than chomp on them in their original
form, then purchasing a device will be well
worth while. Before splashing out on a
costly appliance, however, consider what
July / August 2017

use you will put it to. If you only want to
make a daily smoothie, there is a range
of basic and inexpensive models that will
be more than up to the task. However,
if you are looking to work your blender
that bit harder, getting it to grind nuts
or coffee beans, grate cheese or crush
ice cubes, you will need to seek out a
more versatile - and probably a more
expensive -appliance. Some personal
blenders come with a larger traditional
blender attachment that could offer
the best of both worlds – delivering a
quick and-easy single serving but also
blending bigger batches for when you
want to be more sociable and share your
smoothie.

earn its place by being sufficiently useful
and it should also look attractive if it is to
be a permanent fixture.
		
With both single-serve and jug
blenders, it is handy if the containers
or other parts can be popped into the
dishwasher as it saves on washing up
elements by hand, but with larger jugs
you may need to check that they will fit
onto your dishwasher racks. Not every
blender will be able to crush ice and
those that are not suited to the task can
blunt their blades in the effort to smash
up ice cubes – so if this is an important
function for you, you will need to check
that the blender has the capability
before you buy.

Choosing a blender

When deciding between a personal
blender and a jug blender, you may
want to keep a few of things in mind
beyond simply capacity. Single-serve
blenders are undoubtedly more compact
to store than their traditional jug
blender counterparts but are generally
less powerful and you will probably
need to add liquid to help blend fruit
and vegetables. They often come
with a couple of one-portion tumblers
complete with travel lids so that more
than one person in the household will
be able to blend their smoothie and go.
Not only do many personal blenders
only have one speed setting, some
come without any buttons at all and
are activated by a push down and twist
action that can cause wear and tear over
time.
		
In contrast, jug blenders tend
to offer a range of speed settings for
different tasks and automatic or preprogrammed settings can relieve you of
the need to make any decisions about
what speed to opt for. Jug blenders will
tend to have a far greater capacity but
this can mean that the jug can be heavy
to lift when full, particularly if it is made
out of glass rather than more lightweight
plastic. Although generally sturdy, glass
jugs have, of course, a greater risk of
breaking and plastic jugs can tend to
get stained by certain ingredients as
well as absorbing odours and becoming
scratched - so each type has its pros
and cons. Jugs made from high-quality
BPA-free plastics are very strong and
look like glass but are still lightweight
so these can be worth looking out for.
The overall blender appliance can also
be heavy, so you will need to make a
decision about whether to heave it in
and out of presses as required or to leave
it on a countertop where it will need to
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Blender tips
• Chop ingredients directly before adding them to the blender cup as vitamins and
minerals are lost as soon as you cut fruit and vegetables.
• The heat generated from blenders can cause your smoothie mixture to heat up – so
adding ice cubes or frozen fruit can counteract this and keep your smoothie cool
while blending.
• Drink your smoothie immediately after blending as, the longer you leave it, the more
nutrients will be lost.
• Remove the rubber seal around the blade assembly for cleaning after each use in
order to prevent mould and bacteria from growing.
• Don’t keep blended mixtures in a sealed container for long periods of time as the
sugar in the ingredients can ferment, potentially causing pressure to build up and
spraying out liquid when the container is eventually opened.
• If you are finding the jug on your blender tricky to clean, put some warm water into
the jug with a drop of washing up liquid and turn it on for a few seconds to whizz
away the residue.
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1. Sage the Boss:To Go BPB550BAL €180
The Choice Buy Sage by Heston Blumenthal
the Boss:To Go BPB550BAL - a compact, singleserve version of the larger and pricier ‘the
Boss’ - combines powerful blending with ease
of use to come in at the top of our list of Choice
Buy blenders. Although fairly expensive for
a personal blender, this device offers plenty
of versatility for your money. Sporting an
impressive 1000w motor, it not only does a
super job when making smoothies and soups
with a range of ingredients, including nuts and
leafy greens, it also performs extremely well
when producing pesto and even when crushing
ice cubes – an area where many blenders
Smoothie

Soup

Ice crushing


Blending time

Ease of use

Noise


can struggle. There is only one speed
setting and you start the blending process
by inverting the tumbler and blade assembly
with the ingredients inside, placing it onto the
motor base, and twisting clockwise. Turning
the tumbler anti-clockwise will disengage
the motor once the desired consistency is
achieved. Potential purchasers should be
warned that, although this machine is easy
to use and clean, it is also rather noisy. Two
500ml tumblers are supplied together with two
lids for taking your smoothie out and about.
Other handy features include built-in cord
storage and a recipe book.

Cleaning


2.Nutri Ninja BL450UK €93
The Choice Buy Nutri Ninja BL450UK is
a single-serve device that offers brilliant
blending and blitzing. Those making
smoothies, soups and pesto will be delighted
with the results from this 900w personal
blender, which tackles all kinds of ingredients
with ease and makes quick work of most tasks,
though soups may take a little longer. When
it comes to the tricky job of crushing ice, this
model performs very well, outshining many
other blenders. To activate this model, you
will need to attach the blade assembly to
Smoothie

Soup

Ice crushing


Blending time

Ease of use

Noise


the supplied tumbler filled with ingredients
and affix the whole unit onto the motor base,
turning clockwise and then holding it down
until it has reached the consistency you want.
Our testers were not overly keen on the need
to continually press down the tumbler to
operate the motor and a tingly sensation in
the hands may result. Adding to the device’s
appeal, it is easy to clean, particularly as all
detachable parts are dishwasher safe. Two
tumblers plus two Sip n Seal® lids are provided
in the box together with a recipe book.

Cleaning


3. Kenwood BLP607 €130
Those in the market for a versatile and
substantial kitchen gadget might like to
consider the Choice Buy Kenwood BLP607.
This classic jug blender weighs a fairly hefty
4kg so it might be best to leave it on the
countertop rather than haul it in and out of a
cupboard but it can be put to plenty of use to
earn its worktop space. Unlike some blenders,
you will be able to work with hot ingredients
as well as cold ones, such as a freshly made
soup, as the 1.6 litre jug is made of toughened
ThermoResist glass. This 800w device comes
Smoothie

Soup

Ice crushing
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with a variable speed dial and a pulse function
and does an excellent job of producing wellblended soups and smoothies – even those
that contain nuts and vegetables, which some
appliances can find tricky – and is super at
crushing ice. Also supplied are a grating mill which the manufacturer suggests can be used
for parmesan cheese, nuts and chocolate - and
a metal-lined grinding mill for pulverising nuts
and spices. It is not the speediest blender nor
the easiest to clean but it is a good deal quieter
than other devices.

Cleaning
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4. Russell Hobbs Creations 18995 €60
Those looking for a versatile jug blender
that is relatively affordably priced might like
to consider the Choice Buy Russell Hobbs
Creations 18995. The glass jug holds 1.5
litres of liquid and the blending performance
is extremely good indeed. Testers noted
that this is not the fastest of blenders but
the results are worth waiting for. As well as
being adept at making more straightforward
smoothies, this 600w machine handles
trickier ingredients like nuts and vegetables
with ease, producing soups and pesto with
a nicely smooth consistency. It also does an
excellent job of crushing ice – an area where
Smoothie

Soup

Ice crushing


Blending time

Ease of use

Noise


some blenders can fall down. You can choose
between two speeds and this Russell Hobbs
model comes with a mill grinder attachment
for tackling foodstuffs like coffee beans, nuts
or spices. Weighing 3.7kg, this machine will
likely reside on a countertop and built-in cable
storage ensures that the electrical cord can
be neatly stowed away. Both the main jug and
the mill grinder attachment can be popped
into the dishwasher but you will have to wash
the standard blade by hand. This blender is
no noisier than many others, though, as ever,
noise levels depend somewhat on the hardness
of the ingredients being blended.

Cleaning


5. Smeg BLF01 €160
Appliance manufacturer Smeg is known for
its stylish products and the Choice Buy Smeg
BLF01 blender is no exception, giving off an
attractive 1950s retro style vibe and coming in
a range of appealing colours. Beyond looking
the part, this blender does a very good job
of blending a variety of ingredients to an
impressively smooth consistency. As well
as producing great smoothies, even those
that include nuts or vegetables, this device
performs well when blending soups and even
the challenging task of crushing ice is tackled
reasonably well, as long as you are careful
Smoothie

Soup

Ice crushing


Blending time

Ease of use

Noise


not to pop too many ice cubes in at one time.
None of the jobs are performed speedily,
however, and pesto fans should be aware that
this blender struggled in the pesto tests. The
jug holds 1.5 litres of liquid and is made of
lightweight plastic, minimising how heavy
it will be to lift when full. This Smeg model
is particularly straightforward to use, with a
simple set-up and a jug that is very easy to
attach and lift off. You will have to remove the
blades to clean them, however, which testers
found tricky enough to do.

Cleaning


6. Nutribullet Rx €209
A member of the hugely popular NutriBullet
family, the Choice Buy Nutribullet Rx has a few
extra tricks up its sleeve as well as delivering
superb blending. This device produces
beautifully smooth beverages and pesto and
it also does an outstanding job of crushing
ice cubes – something that not every blender
will be able to do. In addition, when it comes
to soups, this NutriBullet will not only blend
ingredients to a fine consistency, it will go a
step further and heat everything up – so you
won’t have to transfer the soup to a separate
pot to cook. Further increasing its versatility,
Smoothie

Soup

Ice crushing
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this is a personal blender that comes supplied
with a short cup, a larger blending cup, plus
a SouperBlast Pitcher – a blending jug with a
two-piece lid – so a variety of quantities may
be made in one go as the occasion requires
it. Apart from the blades, which have to be
washed by hand, everything else can be
popped into the dishwasher, making cleaning
easy. This machine is fairly noisy as it works
and it is the priciest of our recommended
blenders, so if you don’t think you will use the
soup-heating function or crush a lot of ice, you
may find better value elsewhere.

Cleaning
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...and the competition

7. Nutri Ninja Auto IQ BL480UK €78
The Choice Buy Nutri Ninja Auto IQ BL480UK
adds some automatic programmes to the
Nutri Ninja offering and delivers blending
performance that deem it worthy of Choice
Buy status. This single-serve blender, like its
Choice Buy sibling, comes with two tumblers
with a capacity of 500ml and 650ml and two
accompanying Sip n Seal® lids for sipping your
smoothie on go. As with the other Choice Buy
Nutri Ninja, this device whizzes smoothies and
soups up to a perfect consistency even when
more challenging ingredients like nuts and
leafy greens are involved. With four buttons in
all, you can press this machine to stop/start as
Smoothie

Soup

Ice crushing


Blending time

Ease of use

Noise


well as to activate the pulse function and you
can choose between an automatic programme
to blend soft ingredients and one to tackle
trickier elements including frozen fruit and
seeds. Unfortunately, crushing ice is one area
of weakness for this blender and potential
purchasers need to be aware that this machine
is extremely noisy, even by blender standards,
with testers noting a tendency for it to move
on the countertop. However, if these are not
areas of concern for you, this device is simple
to set up and exceptionally easy to clean when
the job is done.

Cleaning


Previous Choice Buy
Useful contacts
Kenwood
www.kenwoodworld.com
Nutribullet
www.nutribullet.com
Nutri Ninja
www.ninjakitchen.com
Russell Hobbs
ie.russellhobbs.com

A jug blender from our last report on the category in December 2014 remains on the
market – a testament to its enduring quality and popularity – and we continue to be
happy to recommend it. Although undoubtedly pricey at around €200, the Choice
Buy Magimix Le Blender does a superb job of blending soups and smoothies and
it crushes ice with ease. In addition, it is a stylish appliance that will look great on a
countertop and it is one of the quietest blenders on test, so it will not make too much
of a racket in your kitchen as it works. The glass jug holds a very generous 1.8 litres
but it is on the heavy side, particularly when filled with ingredients. The jug can be
popped into the dishwasher and the appliance is generally easy to clean and simple
to use. There are four pre-set programmes for smoothies, soups, ice and desserts and
there are also four speed settings and a pulse function to help you achieve the results
you want. We recently found both black and cream models readily available in Irish
shops for those who feel this could be the right blender for them.

Sage
www.sageappliances.co.uk
Smeg
www.smeg.ie
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PRODUCT TESTS / Pressure Washers

Pressure Washers
More power to
your elbow....which
pressure washers
have sufficient
oomph to blast away
dirt and grime? Our
independent labs
have put nine models
to the test.

Soap, water and plenty of elbow grease
can achieve a lot – but sometimes a
little extra help is needed for outdoor
cleaning jobs. When it comes to sorting
out oil-stained driveways, mud-spattered
cars, dusty garden furniture or mossy
decking, a pressure or power washer can
drastically cut cleaning time and minimise
effort. Pressure washers are in essence a
motorised hose with a pump that creates
a high-pressure stream of water to quickly
and effectively blast away dirt. Our
independent labs have tested a range of
pressure washers to find out which ones
mean business and will be powerful allies
in the battle against grime.

Features to look for

REPORT by Clodagh O'Donoghue

At a glance
• Features to look for
• Buying versus renting
• Safety advice
• Three Choice Buys
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As well as providing sufficient power to get
the job done, a great pressure washer will
be simple to set up, straightforward to use,
and easy to manoeuvre – a machine that is
tricky to operate or cumbersome to move
around will likely languish in the shed and
you may hesitate to take it out on a regular
basis. Before making a purchase, think
ahead to how the washer will be to use and
assess its potential by looking out for the
following features:

and pump, the more solid and robust the
body will be – though this will also have
an impact on how easy the machine is to
move around. Wheels are provided to aid
manoeuvrability but obviously will be of
limited use if you have to haul the machine
up and down steps, so depending on your
circumstances, you might need to try
lifting the appliance up before you buy to
see if it is a manageable weight.

Hose length
Hoses on pressure washers are generally
made from reinforced materials so that
they can withstand the high pressure at
which the water is pushed through them.
Among the models on test, hose length
stretches from 4 metres to 6 metres, and
the longer the hose the more easily you
can manoeuvre around objects and areas
you are cleaning without having to move
the machine itself.

Power cord length
As pressure washers will generally need
to be plugged into a power socket inside
the house, the longer the power cord the
better to let you get as far as possible
down the garden or driveway.

Machine body

Trigger

This houses the motor and pump and often
provides plastic mouldings for stowing
the lance and any other accessories when
not in use. The more powerful the motor

Once the motor is switched on, the trigger
will need to be squeezed for the water to
start to flow out of the nozzle and most
pressure washers automatically switch
July / August 2017

tank that will enable you to pump the
cleaning solution through to the nozzle.
Some smaller machines let you attach a
detergent bottle to the lance to create a
similar effect.

griminess of the surface you are intending
to clean. Many find that electric-powered
washers are more lightweight and
generally easier to manage and will get the
job done – it just might take a little longer.

Onboard storage

Safety advice

The lance refers to the rigid long plastic
tube that joins the trigger and handle
of the washer at the top to the nozzle
emitting the jet of water at the end.
Ideally, the lance should be long enough to
comfortably hold the tip near the ground
without having to stoop down. Angled
lances can be handy for spraying the
underside of cars or garden furniture.

When it comes to packing up for the day
and putting your pressure washer away,
machines that offer on-board storage
for the lance and other accessories are
particularly handy, with everything stowed
neatly on the appliance, ready to be
wheeled out when next needed. To help
store the power cable tidily, it is useful if
the washer includes a hook system or, best
of all, a cable reel.

Nozzles

To buy or not to buy

Often, a range of nozzles are on offer
that deliver varying strengths and shapes
of jet spray and that can be tailored to
specific cleaning tasks. With a fixed jet,
the shape or pressure of the water spray
cannot be adjusted, though you can hold it
nearer or farther away from the surface to
increase or reduce the force of the water.
In contrast, a variable spray jet allows you
to adjust the force from a focused point to
a broader fan, enabling gentler cleaning
of surfaces that may be easily damaged,
such as cars or decking. Adjustable
nozzles are generally more convenient
than replaceable ones, as the spray width
or pattern can be altered with a simple
twist. For heavily soiled surfaces that
can withstand a good pounding, a rotary
nozzle produces a strong circular stream of
pressurised water to lift off ingrained grime
from concrete, brick walls, paving and
so on – though damage can occur if this
nozzle is used on more vulnerable surfaces.

If you think storing a pressure washer
will be a hassle or that you are unlikely
to use it more than once a year, it may
be worth considering hiring a machine
as required. Especially for tough one-off
cleaning challenges, hiring a powerful
pressure washer is likely to be a more
cost-effective approach than purchasing a
top-of-the-range and expensive pressure
washer that may lie unused in your shed,
taking up considerable space, once its
job is done. If you think a more modestly
priced appliance will suffice for your needs
and it is lightweight and manageable
enough to take out and use on a fairly
regular basis for a variety of cleaning jobs,
then buying could be a great option. A
quick look at the cost of renting a pressure
washer indicates that smaller machines will
cost around €40 a day to hire, with rental
of more powerful machines starting at
around €90 a day. Attachments such as
patio cleaners tend to be extra. With the
purchase price of pressure washers on test
starting at around €160, a few days rental
over a couple of years would exceed the
cost of owning a machine that would be on
hand to use as frequently as you liked.
		
All the pressure washers on test
are electric but there are also petrol- and
diesel-fuelled washers available to rent.
Petrol-powered washers are typically more
powerful, delivering higher pressure for
more intense cleaning, and the lack of
a cord means you can bring the washer
wherever you need and are not limited
by cable length or the positioning of the
nearest socket. These machines are heavy,
though wheels aid portability. They also
typically require more maintenance than
electric-powered washers, but if you are
only renting the machine, you likely won’t
need to worry about this aspect. Whether
you need the added power a petrol device
will provide depends on the level of

As with all power tools, it is important
to ‘think safety’ when putting pressure
washers into operation. A few specific risks
arise in relation to these machines.
Our colleagues at Consumer Reports in
the US point to the risk of serious injury
from the high-pressure jets of water
that these machines emit, which, when
misdirected, are strong enough to damage
skin, forcing fluid through and potentially
resulting in a bacterial infection. As well as
lacerations, bruises and eye injuries have
also been reported. Sensible precautions
to take include the following:

off once the trigger is released. This
acts both as a safety feature and as an
environmentally friendly measure, keeping
the motor from working when it doesn't
have to and saving energy and wear and
tear.

Lance

Patio cleaner attachment
Depending on the machine you buy,
it may come bundled with a patio
cleaner attachment or alternatively you
can purchase one separately. These
attachments consist of a round plastic
hood with a brush positioned at the
bottom edge and underneath which is
a pair of jets that spin quickly close to
the ground to aid dirt removal. Patio
cleaners have the benefit of containing
the water, making them less messy to use
than standard lances, and they are also
gentler and so less likely to remove the
sand from between paving stones. Their
effectiveness can vary, however.

Built-in detergent tank
Some cleaning jobs call for added
assistance in the form of detergent, and it
is handy if the machine body has a built-in
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• Read the manufacturer’s manual and
follow instructions carefully.
• Wear goggles, long trousers or jeans
rather than shorts, and sturdy footwear
(no flip flops or sandals) and take extra
care on wet surfaces, which can quickly get
slippery.
• Don’t point the nozzle toward yourself,
other people, or pets.
• Never be tempted to test the water
pressure with your hand.
• If your washer uses replaceable spray
nozzles, turn off the engine and press
the trigger to drain excess water before
changing the nozzle.
• Don’t use a pressure washer while
standing on a ladder, as pulling the trigger
could cause you to recoil and be thrown off
balance.
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1.Nilfisk C130.1-6 PAD X-tra €290
The Choice Buy Nilfisk C130.1-6
PAD X-tra is a powerful pressure
washer that comes with some useful
accessories for tackling a variety of
cleaning tasks. Scoring top marks
for performance and sporting a
highly durable induction motor, this
Nilfisk machine does an excellent
job of eliminating dirt and grime
with its main lance using either the
rotary nozzle or the variable spray
jet nozzle, which can be adjusted
for gentler cleaning of cars or other
easily damaged surfaces. With both
the power cord and hose 6 metres
long apiece, you have plenty of

leeway for getting right around your
car – this machine is, however, on
the large and heavy side hindering
ease of use to some degree. This
version comes with a patio cleaner
that does reasonably well and
contains the water as it works to
reduce mess but is overall less
effective than the main lance and
less comfortable to use. Accessories
like a brush attachment to aid
cleaning the car can be stowed on
board, though testers found this a
little awkward, as was fitting some of
the lance nozzles.

2. Kärcher K4 Full Control Home €256
From a reliable and popular
manufacturer in this category, the
Choice Buy Kärcher K4 Full Control
Home delivers excellent and swift
cleaning of a range of outdoor
surfaces. As well as supplying plenty
of power to blast away tough stains
using the rotary nozzle, this solidly
built washer can be easily adjusted
to let you use the variable spray jet
nozzle to tailor the water pressure
as needed, including providing more
gentle cleaning on areas and items
that are vulnerable to damage – and
all tasks are performed fast and
efficiently. Kärcher’s Full Control

system is designed to give you direct
feedback as to the pressure setting
selected, with an LED display on the
trigger gun letting you check the
pressure level in use. This Kärcher
model includes a T350 patio cleaner
that similarly provides great cleaning
performance and is even quicker to
rid patio surfaces of ingrained grime
as well as being straightforward
and comfortable to use. Although
testers judged this machine to
be relatively quiet for a pressure
washer, they also found that the
hose was tricky both to set up before
use and to store afterwards.

3. Kärcher K4 Full Control €208
The Choice Buy Kärcher K4 Full
Control is a great option for getting
a variety of outdoor cleaning jobs
done effectively and efficiently
without making too much of a racket.
Although it lacks the patio cleaner
that comes with the previous Choice
Buy, this model otherwise has all
the same excellent capabilities,
including a rotary nozzle that will
make quick work of heavy-duty
dirt on hard-wearing surfaces. As
with all powerful washers, you will
need to be careful with the settings
used, however, in order to avoid
damaging more delicate surfaces
and this Kärcher model provides
32
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its Vario Power spray lance to tailor
the jet stream for gentler action. In
addition, the manufacturer touts its
Full Control system as enabling direct
feedback as to the pressure setting in
use, as indicated by the LED display
on the trigger gun. This is a sturdily
built machine that is not too heavy to
move around and that provides good
onboard storage for accessories, with
a telescopic handle that retracts for
ease of stowing in the shed. Kärcher’s
Plug and Clean detergent can be
bought separately and inserted into
the machine body to be pumped
through to the nozzle.
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MODEL

SPECIFICATIONS
Price (€)

TEST PERFORMANCE

Weight (kg)

Length of
hose (m)

Length of power
cable (m)

Built-in detergent
tank

Performance (60%)

SCORE
Ease of use (20%)

Durability (10%)

Instructions (5%)

Noise (5%)

%

USING THE TABLE
Star ratings are out of five.
SPECIFICATIONS

1 Nilfisk c 130 1.6 PAD X-tra

290

15.5

6

6











79

2 Karcher K4 Full Control Home

256

11.7

6

5

✓











75

3 Karcher K4 Full Control

208

11.7

6

5

✓











75

4 Stihl RE 98

230

15.4

6

5
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Price: Typical retailer’s price if you shop around.
Weight: The weight of the pressure washer in
kilograms without the hose.
TEST PERFORMANCE
Performance: Rating includes the width and
performance of the rotating nozzle and the spray gun
as well as the time taken to clean a pavement, the
amount of water used and the quality of the results.
Ease of use: Ratings includes the ease of setting up
the pressure washer, fitting and adjusting nozzles, and
handling and moving the machine when in use, as well
as the level of vibrations emitted, the length of the
hose and the ease of cleaning, maintaining and storing
the machine.
Durability: Rating for the solidity of the machine and
the results of endurance tests.
Instructions: Rating for the clarity of the instructions
in terms of use and safety.
Noise: Rating includes both a subjective assessment
and a technical measurement of the noise levels
emitted.

Useful contacts

5 Karcher K2 Full Control Home

177

4.2

4

5











67

6 Bosch AQT 40-13

250

7.4

6

5











66

7 Nilfisk C120 6.6 PCL X-tra

239

5.7

6

5











66

8 Bosch AQT 35-12

154

6.0

5

5











62

9 Karcher K2 Home

169

4.3

4

5











62
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Kärcher Ireland
tel: 01 409 7777
www.kaercher.com/ie
Nilfisk
tel: 01 294 3838
www.nilfisk.com/en-ie
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PRODUCT TESTS/Steam Irons

Steam Irons
Turning a crumpled
laundry load into a
neatly pressed pile
in double-quick
time requires a
hardworking steam
iron. But which
models work flat out
and which ones run
out of steam halfway
through?
REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue
At a glance
• Steam irons and generators on test
• Shopping for an iron
• Five Choice Buys

Recent UK research has again ranked ironing
as the most disliked household chore, with
even taking the bins out and cleaning the
house proving marginally more popular. In
fact, 10% of the survey participants said
that they disliked ironing so much that they
simply don’t bother doing it. This is certainly
one solution but, for those of us who feel
a pressing need to press our clothes, the
job is certainly made more bearable and
considerably less time-consuming if we have
a great steam iron on hand to power through
creases.
		
So what makes for a great steam
iron? Ideally, an iron should produce
lashings of steam, glide effortlessly over
all fabrics, manoeuvre niftily around shirt
buttons and into skirt pleats, resist limescale
build-up, be easy to clean and last a long
time without steam levels dropping off. To
find out which models pass muster, our
ironing experts set up their ironing boards
in our independent labs and tested 16 steam
irons for their efficiency and effectiveness
at turning mounds of wrinkled garments
into impeccably pressed piles. The results
achieved by each model in our current batch
are shown on our table below and we look at
our five Choice Buy appliances in detail.

Choosing an iron
When it comes to ironing, you can spend
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a little or a lot – the prices in our current
batch range from a positively thrifty €19 for
a traditional steam iron to an eye-watering
€400 for a steam generator. Whether you opt
for a standard steam iron or choose to invest
in a steam generator depends on the kind
of ironer you are, as well as on your budget.
Are you someone who irons sporadically
and in small batches, on a needs-must basis
- perhaps pressing a shirt or blouse minutes
before heading out to work? In that case,
a standard iron that heats up fast, works
efficiently and is neat to store is more than
sufficient. Or maybe you are an avid ironer in
a household where the laundry pile rapidly
mounts up or you like to get all your ironing
done in one monster weekly session? In such
circumstances you might like to consider a
more significant financial outlay and opt for
a steam generator. With these appliances,
also known as continuous steam irons, a
familiar-looking iron unit is connected by a
tube to a separate base unit, which houses
a water tank and creates the pressurised
steam that travels to the iron through the
tube. A steam generator’s water tank can
hold a lot more water than a traditional steam
iron, allowing you to iron for longer without
needing to refill it as often, and these devices
are also more powerful than traditional
steam irons, providing a greater volume of
steam and higher steam pressure for blitzing
July / August 2017

through your crumpled clothes. In addition,
because the water is housed separately, these
irons are generally lighter and less tiring to
use than traditional steam irons, though the
whole appliance will be bulkier and less easy
to store. Steam generators also tend to take
longer to heat up and start producing steam
so there may be a wait before you can begin
tackling your ironing. Additionally, with
some steam generator models, you will have
to wait for the boiler to cool and depressurise
before you can refill the water container –
which can really prolong the task if you find
you need more than one tank of water to get
through your ironing load.
		
A recent development in ironing
appliances is a single temperature setting
that some manufacturers are touting. This
is a one-size-fits-all feature that means the
iron will reportedly produce the optimum
balance between heat and steam for all
iron-able fabrics and without risk of burning.
As a result, you can swap between silks and
denims and back again without needing to
fiddle with the controls or wait for the iron to
cool down or heat up as required.
		
Most irons can double as a vertical
steamer, with steam generator irons often
outshining standard irons in this area.
Vertical steaming is ideal for refreshing
curtains without having to take them down
or for removing wrinkles from hanging items
of clothing.

take into account that a full tank of water will
increase this weight but for steam generators,
the water will be contained in the separate
tank so you won’t need to factor this in.
Although a lighter iron will be kinder on
the arm muscles during marathon ironing
sessions, irons that are too lightweight may
need to be pressed down more to achieve
the desired smoothing effect, which will
again require muscle power. The more steam
produced, however, the less brawn should
be needed for pressing. Steam generator
irons tend to be very lightweight but the
continuous powerful steam delivered from
the base unit can make short work of creases
and crinkles.
• When assessing the soleplate, consider both
the material used and its shape. Non-stick
or ceramic soleplates tend to glide more
easily over fabrics than stainless steel ones,
but are more prone to scratches. Look for a
thin soleplate that will be able to slide under
buttons and a nicely tapered nose that can be
useful for precision ironing of pleats.
• Take a look at the controls to see how
well they are labelled and where they are
positioned. Steam triggers placed under the
handle can be particularly easy to access with
your ironing hand.
• Consider how comfortable the handle
will be to hold for long periods. Both the
shape of the handle and the material used
come into play here, with rubberised grips
often preferable to harder plastic, which can
become slippery as the steam builds up.
• Take note of how long the electrical cord is
as this will dictate how close to an available
power point you will have to position your
ironing board.
• Check to see if the iron has a specially
designed heel that lets you wrap the cord
around and/or if there are clips to keep the
cord neatly in position when stored.
• Inspect the iron’s water tank to see if the
maximum water level will be easy to gauge
and how wide the hole is for filling to help
avoid water spewing back out.

What to look for in the shop
Although you probably won’t be able to take
an iron for a test run, there are a few things
that you can do in store when shopping for
the right iron for you.
• Firstly, lift the iron up to see how heavy it
will be. For steam irons, you will need to
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• Look to see if the iron has a built-in
limescale filter or anti-calc valve as limescale
build-up can significantly impair steaming
performance over time.
• If you are inclined to be forgetful, an iron
that comes with an automatic shut-off feature
after a set period of time when the iron is left

immobile is a must – again you should check
to see that this function is present before you
buy.
When it comes to steam generators, there
are a few additional features to look for that
will make all the difference to your ironing
sessions.
• Look for an iron with a heel rest as this will
allow you to leave the iron upright on the
board as you sort the next piece of laundry or
reposition the garment you are working on.
If there is no heel rest, you will have to keep
returning the iron to the base unit – which
increases the amount of lifting and could get
tedious after a while.
• Check if the iron can lock onto the base unit
as this will make carrying and transporting
the whole appliance much easier.
• Ideally, the separate water tank on a steam
generator will be sufficiently large that you
won’t run out of steam too quickly and
it will not need to be refilled frequently
mid-session. Water tanks that are detachable
and can be brought to the sink for refilling are
handy and the opening should be a good size
to help avoid spillages – it is worth checking
out these features before handing over your
hard-earned cash.
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1. Philips GC9630/20 PerfectCare Elite €312 (Steam generator)
The Choice Buy Philips GC9630/20 PerfectCare Elite is

guarantees no burning “thanks to the perfect combination

a superior, high-end steam generator that should serve

of temperature and continuous powerful steam”. The water

to reduce time and effort spent ironing. The iron itself is

tank is very generously sized and can be detached for

extremely light, so will be less tiring on the arms during

ease of filling. The appliance is also easy to clean, with an

marathon ironing sessions, and it pumps out plenty of steam

indicator light to tell you when a little maintenance is due

for sorting out all manner of crinkles and creases. The

and a limescale filter and anti-calc collector to cut down on

soleplate scored top marks in our scratch resistance tests

limescale build-up in hard water areas. Other features on

and glides effortlessly over fabrics, while being thin enough

this impressive device include an anti-shine function, a carry

to slide neatly under buttons. The manufacturer touts its

handle and automatic shut-off after ten minutes if the iron is

OptimalTemp technology as eliminating the need to change

left on its heel.

temperature settings no matter what the fabric type and

2. Philips SpeedCare GC6630/20 €130 (Steam generator)
The Choice Buy Philips SpeedCare GC6630/20 is a steam

is not too heavy with well-placed buttons and a comfortable

generator iron that does a super job of producing copious

handle, and it locks onto the base unit for ease of carrying the

amounts of steam that will blast through wrinkled clothes

whole generator around. Testers noted that limescale built

and smooth out creases with ease. The ceramic soleplate is

up quickly on this iron, so it may not be ideal for those living in

adept at gliding over all fabric types and can withstand some

areas with particularly hard water. On the plus side, there is a

harsh treatment as evidenced by its stellar performance in our

built-in Smart Calc self-cleaning function that is set in motion

scratch resistance tests. This steam generator also scored

with the press of a button and this should get rid of limescale

well in terms of convenience - it is easy to see the water level

and keep the appliance steaming effectively with no loss of

on the tank to know when to refill, which is simple to do with

power.

no need to wait for the appliance to cool down. The iron itself

3. Tefal GV8931 Pro Express Control Plus €330 (Steam generator)
The Choice Buy Tefal GV8931 Pro Express Control Plus does

thanks to its anti-calc features, with an electronic lime

not come cheap but this steam generator iron will power

collector to regulate the balance of steam and temperature

through your laundry pile. Although not that quick to start

within the iron and trap limescale. A light indicator will let

producing steam, once it gets going this Tefal model produces

you know when it is time to rinse the collector with water to

a strong steam flow that automatically adjusts as needed

restore steam levels. The Tefal GV8931 has plenty of features

and that banishes creases from all fabric types - and for

to aid ease of use, including a good-sized water tank that is

particularly obstinate wrinkles, you can make use of the steam

removable to aid filling and clearly visible water levels. When

boost function. The manufacturer claims that its auto-clean

the ironing is finished, the iron locks onto the base unit to

soleplate repels dust and dirt and it is certainly impressively

facilitate carrying by the handle and clips keep cords in place

scratch resistant and glides smoothly over fabrics. This steam

for neat storage.

generator does a good job of minimising limescale build-up

4. Tefal GV6720 Effectis €200 (Steam generator)
Though steam generators tend to be fairly bulky appliances,

not as slender or tapered as that of some other models. A

the Choice Buy Tefal GV6720 Effectis is rather more compact

cleaning indicator will let you know when it is time to rinse

and could suit those with significant ironing needs but who

out the boiler to clear it of limescale, and a safety feature

are short on space. Weighing less than 1kg, the iron glides

automatically switches the iron off after eight minutes if the

particularly smoothly and effortlessly over fabrics and, thanks

steam trigger has not been activated in that time. The water

to the high-pressure steam flow, all crinkles and wrinkles are

tank produces enough steam to yield a very decent amount

banished in its wake. For occasions when a little extra steam

of ironing time and the water level is clearly visible. Although

is needed, the steam trigger is positioned under the handle.

the well-sized handle is comfortable to hold, the lack of any

Testers did note, however, that the shape of the soleplate

rubberised grip can make it slippery once the steam gets

did not aid getting around buttons and into pleats as it was

going.

...and the competition

8. Tefal Smart Protect FV4970 €65 (Steam iron)
The Choice Buy Tefal Smart Protect FV4970 delivers excellent

surfaces as well as scoring highly in scratch resistant tests.

steam flow to help you breeze through your laundry pile and

On the downside, however, testers found the soleplate a little

the manufacturer touts its smart technology as simplifying

thick for sliding easily under buttons. Features on offer on

the ironing process. Tefal says that this clever iron provides

this Tefal model include an anti-calc valve to prevent the

the perfect combination of temperature and steam to protect

build-up of limescale, clips that keep the cord tidy for neat

all garments and that there is no need to adjust the settings

storage, and an anti-drip function that prevents water droplets

no matter what type of fabric you are working on. With

from staining your garments as you iron. For safety, there is

superb steam output, most creases will be eliminated and

an automatic shut-down that switches the iron off after five

only the most stubborn of wrinkles will require the steam

minutes of inactivity. Testers were not fans of the plastic

boost function. The enamelled soleplate features durilium

handle, however, which some found uncomfortable during

technology and glides particularly smoothly over all fabric

lengthy ironing sessions.
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MODEL

SPECIFICATIONS

TEST PERFORMANCE

SCORE

Ironing results (20%)
Price (€)

Weight (kg)

Cord length (metres)

Maximum volume
of water tank
(litres)

Polyester/cotton

Cotton

Denim

Convenience
(30%)

Endurance (40%)

Steam flow
(5%)

Scratch test (5%)

%

1 Philips GC9630/20 PerfectCare Elite

312

0.79

1.88

1.66















78

2 Philips GC6630/20 SpeedCare

130

1.08

1.84

1.24















78

Tefal GV8931E0 Pro Express
Control Plus

330

1.29

1.73

1.52















76

200

0.95

1.66

1.18















75

400

1.04

1.96

1.29
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6 Braun IS5022WH Control

170

1.04

1.82

1.33















73

7 Philips GC7715/80 Fast Care

182

1.09

1.81

2.21















59

65

1.41

1.92

0.25















76

100

1.63

2.50

0.30
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4 Tefal GV6720C1 Effectis

5

Bosch TDS6080 ProHygienic Serie 6
VarioConfort

Steam irons

8 Tefal Smart Protect FV4970

9

Bosch TDA5029210 Sensixx-x DA50
SensorSecure

10 Braun TS775TP TexStyle 7

90

1.51

2.68

0.35
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11 Braun TS545TPS Texstyle 5

70

1.23

2.14

0.29















71

12 Rowenta DW4120D1 Autosteam

30

1.22

1.93

0.26















68

13 Philips GC3803/30 Azur Performer

45

1.43

1.99

0.29















67

14 Bosch TDA2329

26

1.01

1.96

0.22















52

15 Philips GC2045/35 EasySpeed

40

1.11

1.96

0.26















47

16 Russell Hobbs 23590

19

1.10

1.99

0.24
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Star ratings are out of five.
SPECIFICATIONS

Steam generators

3

USING THE TABLE
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Price: Typical retailer’s price if you shop
around.
Weight: For steam irons, this includes the
weight of a full tank of water, and for steam
generators, this is the weight of the iron only,
minus the tank or the base unit.
Maximum volume of water tank: As
measured in our labs.
TEST PERFORMANCE
Ironing results: Experts’ rating for the quality
of finish of ironed textiles for three different
fabric types.
Convenience: Experts’ rating for the
convenience of each model in terms of
heating up time, clarity of instruction booklet,
length of cord, visibility of the water level,
gliding ability over textiles, and for the shape
of the soleplate as well as for the ease of filling
and emptying the water tank and of cleaning,
descaling, storing and generally handling the
appliance.
Endurance: Appliances are tested for
endurance for a total of 252 hours,
periodically cleaned and descaled according
to the manufacturer’s instructions, and their
durability is assessed.
Steam flow: Steam flow is measured by
the principle of weight difference, with the
iron weighed with a full tank of water prior
to the test, allowed to emit steam during
simulated ironing for a set period of time, and
reweighed.
Scratch test: The iron’s sole-plate is rubbed
with three different abrasive materials and
then assessed for damage.
Useful contacts
Philips
tel 01 5245443
www.philips.ie
Tefal
tel 01 677 4003
www.tefal.co.uk

www.thecai.ie
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PRODUCT TESTS / Compact digital cameras

Compact Digital Cameras
Before you make
a snap decision on
which compact
digital camera to
buy, take a look at
our independent
ratings.
REPORT by Clodagh O'Donoghue
At a glance
• Features to focus on
• Six Choice Buys
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Compact cameras are slim and lightweight
devices that focus on the basics of delivering
great photos. Undoubtedly, the quality of
smartphone cameras is improving all the
time, with some higher-end phone models
coming close to the capabilities of dedicated
devices, and they have the advantage of
almost always being in your pocket and
ready to hand for recording fleeting everyday
moments. However, it remains the case that
for most of those looking to snap special
events or capture holiday memories, a
standalone camera will do the job better
- especially in terms of coping with more
challenging lighting conditions, capturing
fast action or zooming in on faraway subjects.
Our current test looks at compact cameras
that typically do not have much in the way
of advanced manual controls and that lack
the ability to switch lenses for different
photographic needs. In their favour, however,
these point-and-shoot models are highly
portable, slipping easily into a pocket or bag,
and can enable users to produce excellent
image quality without having to puzzle over

the right aperture or shutter speed settings.
And for those who would like to dip their toe
into more ambitious photography, some of
the compact cameras on test provide manual
controls to allow for greater creativity.
Not all compact cameras are created equal,
as you will see from our table below, with
wide variation in terms of the features and
capabilities on offer, and there are a couple
of subsets within the category. As well as
basic point-and-shoot models that generally
offer an optical zoom of 3x or more, there are
‘superzoom’ models that provide impressive
zoom ranges of 30x and 40x without
compromising their fundamental lightweight,
portable nature. Some compacts are aimed
at those interested in dabbling in a bit of
underwater photography, with a couple of
rugged waterproof models in our current
batch that can withstand quite a degree
of rough and tumble and can snap images
under the waves or at the bottom of the pool.
All of the compact cameras on our table
below have been put through our rigorous
independent tests, assessing image quality,
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ease of use and more, to find the ones that
stand out from the crowd. Consumer Choice
has half a dozen Choice Buy compact models
for those who aren’t camera-shy and are
looking to move on from their smartphone
cameras.

Features to focus on
Once you have decided which compact
camera type you are looking for and
how much you want to pay, you can start
considering the specifications and features
on offer that will matter most to you.

Megapixels
Much is made in advertisements and by
salespeople of megapixel counts, which
indicates the number of dots that will
make up the final image and how fine the
resolution will be. Of the cameras on test,
only one falls below 16MP, with plenty
of 20MP models featured. However, the
megapixel count will not determine image
quality and a high number will not mean
that the camera will automatically shoot
super-sharp and clear photos and video. The
megapixel specification is most useful for
knowing how large you will be able to print
your photos or if you will be able to crop the
image a lot and still be able to produce a
decent-sized print. You will only need more
than 16MP if you are looking to print out
poster-sized images, and 16MP or less will be
more than sufficient for most people’s needs.
Generally speaking, the size of the camera’s
sensor will be a bigger factor in producing
high-quality images.

Sensor size
The sensor is the chip inside a digital camera
that captures the image and, the larger the
sensor, the better the performance will tend
to be, especially in poor lighting conditions.
Sensors measuring 1 inch and greater are
generally associated with advanced or highend cameras but some compact cameras in
our current batch offer impressively large
sensors.

and a few models in our current test can be
classed as ‘superzoom’ cameras given their
substantial zoom range of up to 30x and
40x. Although longer zooms tend to make
for heavier cameras, the superzoom models
tested manage to still be fairly lightweight
and very portable.

Image stabilisation
Even when perfectly focused, your photo
may still look slightly blurry, especially if it has
been taken in low-light conditions or if you
have zoomed in a lot, due to the problem of
handshake, with sometimes even very small
hand movements affecting the picture. One
way to avoid this is to use a tripod but this
is not always feasible. Most digital cameras
now come with optical image stabilisation,
which involves the lens or sensor moving
very slightly to compensate for any shakiness
and to ultimately provide sharper images.
Cameras with large zoom ranges should
ideally have very effective image stabilisation
as, when the maximum magnification is used,
the camera becomes extremely sensitive to
even the slightest motion.

Flash
Nearly all cameras have a built-in flash
superior to what you would find on a
smartphone and for those who want to
enhance their indoor shots, cameras that
have a hot shoe can be used with an external
flash that delivers a high level of control over
the strength and direction of the light. An
external flash also provides a lot more light
than a built-in flash and illuminates a greater
area from a longer distance.

viewfinder to frame the shot, which can
be particularly useful if you are shooting in
strong sunlight and the image on the display
is hard to see.

Video
All cameras today can typically capture
HD video and some compacts on test can
also shoot in ultra HD or 4K - though if you
are going to shoot footage at this higher
resolution you will need a higher capacity
memory card on which to store it. A
dedicated video button is handy as it allows
you to quickly switch to movie mode from
still photos.

Memory cards
Compact digital cameras may have a small
amount of internal storage capacity but,
generally, shots are stored on removable
memory cards. All of our cameras on test
accept higher-capacity versions of Secure
Digital (SD) cards – SDHC and SDXC – rather
than micro SD memory cards, which are often
used in smartphones.

Connections
The vast majority of our tested camera
models have wi-fi connectivity enabling the
wireless transfer or sharing of shots from the
memory card onto a computer, printer or
mobile device. In addition, some also have
NFC (near field communication) technology
that permits seamless transfer via a simple
tap or bringing two devices into close
proximity to one another.

Camera testing
Our compact cameras are tested together with more advanced offerings, including
bridge cameras and DSLRs, and the level of scoring is reflective of the wide diversity
within the whole product category. As such, different camera types are best considered
in comparison with their own specific group and the overall score should be seen in
relation to other equivalent models rather than a purely numerical indication of the
quality on offer.

Zoom
There are two types of zoom for getting up
close and personal to photographic subjects.
A digital zoom makes the image seem closer
by magnifying the centre of the frame but it
does this without increasing picture detail
and as a result, image quality may be lost.
In contrast, an optical zoom is a true-zoom
feature that uses the moving lens of the
camera to bring the image closer without
losing image quality. Most cameras offer
some kind of optical zoom, something that
sets them apart from smartphone cameras,
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Display
Most cameras have digital displays for
framing and reviewing photos. Some of
these displays have touchscreens that can be
used to help to select the focal point of an
image when shooting or to quickly navigate
through camera
menus. Some
compact cameras
additionally have a
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1. Panasonic DMC-TZ100
€649

2. Canon PowerShot G9 X II
€499

3. Fujifilm X70
€700

Undoubtedly pricey for a compact camera, the Choice Buy
Panasonic DMC-TZ100 offers advanced capabilities and a
plethora of features within its neat body. The 20MP, 1-inch
sensor – a larger sensor than normally appears on a compact
camera – helps to produce great image quality, with photos
taken both in full and low light impressing testers. Those
with shaky hands will appreciate the effective optical image
stabilisation and the bright and clear LCD touchscreen display
is great for framing and reviewing shots. Alternatively, this
Panasonic model comes with a built-in electronic viewfinder
that can be useful for composing outdoor snaps, with the
eye-detection sensor handily switching from the LCD screen
to the viewfinder when the camera is brought up to the eye.
Other Choice Buys have more impressive zoom ranges, but the
10x zoom here should be adequate for most everyday tasks
and the video mode can take footage in 4K. Scoring highly for
ease of use overall, the DMC-TZ100 can be held comfortably in
one hand, with the solid metal body lending a premium feel
– though with no rubber grips, using the supplied wrist strap
is advisable.

The Choice Buy Canon PowerShot G9 X II is nicely lightweight
with neat dimensions, giving great portability but still
providing an impressive range of features. Sporting a large
1-inch sensor, this 20MP camera delivers image quality that
is bright, sharp and clear, with even photos taken in low light
looking crisp and showing little motion blur. In addition, the
image stabilisation does an excellent job of eliminating camera
judder, and users will enjoy the fast focusing and impressive
continuous shooting speed. This camera won’t be able to
capture video footage in 4K but ordinary full definition should
be more than sufficient for most people’s needs and the
quality delivered is very good indeed. The monitor display is
vibrant with good colour accuracy, though testers noted that
navigating the camera’s menu via the touchscreen may take
a little getting used to. This model also offers a multifunction
ring around the lens for adjusting settings, zooming in or
focusing. With the PowerShot G9 X II, there are a number of
connectivity options to choose from, including wi-fi, NFC and
Bluetooth, making transferring and sharing your photographic
results very straightforward indeed.

Sporting a very hefty price tag for a compact camera, the
Choice Buy Fujifilm X70 offers many of the manual controls
of a high-end DSLR, though it can also be used in automatic
mode to turn it into a simple point-and-shoot device. Aimed
at enthusiasts and more ambitious photographers, this solidly
built camera gives you control over aperture, shutter speed,
white balance, ISO level and more and this 16MP model houses
an APS-C sized sensor and a fixed-length 18.5mm f/2.8 lens,
helping to deliver excellent picture quality both for exterior
and interior shots while eliminating poor performance in low
light, which can be a feature of compact cameras. Those
looking to shoot video footage will only be able to do so in
full HD, however, with no 4K recording on offer, and testers
were not impressed with the results produced. In contrast, the
monitor scored top marks with its vibrant images and ability to
tilt forward and backwards for selfies or for reducing reflections
in strong sunlight. This camera has much to offer, but potential
purchasers should note that it lacks image stabilisation, a
viewfinder and the ability to zoom in on your subject.

4. Panasonic Lumix
DMC-TZ80 €390

5. Canon PowerShot
SX720 HS €345

6. Canon Ixus 285 HS
€199

The Choice Buy Panasonic Lumix DMC-TZ80 is a great
all-rounder with a huge zoom range and other impressive
capabilities condensed into a neat package. When it comes to
all-important image quality, this 18MP compact camera takes
excellently clear and vibrant outdoor photos, though those
taken indoors or in poor lighting conditions can suffer from a
loss of detail and evidence of motion blur. Great for taking on
holidays, this superzoom camera offers a whopping 30x zoom
range without the need to change lens and the optical image
stabilisation does a great job even when the zoom is fully
extended. Those looking to take video footage will be pleased
with the quality delivered and there is an option to shoot in
4K. The touchscreen display works well and can be used for
choosing the focal point of a photo or navigating menus and
a small electronic viewfinder is also available for framing shots.
Wi-fi connectivity makes transferring photos to another device
a quick and easy process and, overall, this camera is simple to
use and comes with the bonus of a range of customisation
options that will provide greater control over specific functions.
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The Choice Buy Canon PowerShot SX720 HS is a 20MP superzoom
compact camera that produces excellent photos shot outdoors,
with plenty of sharp detail and vivid colour reproduction. Like most
compactcameras,thismodelstruggleswhentakingphotosindoors
or in low light, with the results demonstrating some visual distortion,
such as graininess. Although a compact and fairly slim device that
slips easily into a pocket, the SX720 HS offers an exceptional 40x
zoom range for when you really want to get up close and personal
with your subjects, making it great for recording your travels. With
such a massive zoom, image stabilisation is key to avoid the effects
of camera shake and here this Canon model also excels. The image
stabilisation function works well on video footage too, which can
be taken up to full HD with more than satisfactory results. Built-in
wi-fi connectivity and NFC technology make it easy to transfer and
share photos and the wi-fi can also be used to remotely control the
camera from another device – handy when taking group shots,
for example. Although not the swiftest camera to start up or snap
a photo, the SX720 delivers decent operational speeds in line with
many other compact cameras.

The Choice Buy Canon Ixus 285 HS delivers impressive quality
for a relatively affordable price. Shots captured in bright light
will offer excellent colour accuracy and sharp detail and even
those taken in poor lighting conditions will not suffer too
much in the way of blur or texture loss. This 20MP camera
is particularly lightweight and slim, providing the ultimate
in portability, and it still manages to offer a very decent 12x
zoom. When zoomed in, users will appreciate the effective
optical image stabilisation that serves to eliminate most
effects of camera shake for greater clarity in photos. Testers
found this Canon model fairly easy to use, with well-labelled
physical buttons and a decent-sized monitor that is bright
and clear. When it comes to transferring or sharing photos,
this is a straightforward process thanks to the built-in wi-fi and
NFC technology that can quickly connect you to the Canon
app, which allows you to manage your images. With no 4K
capabilities, those looking to record video footage will only be
able to do so in full HD, and this camera does not provide much
in the way of advanced manual controls.
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MODEL

SPECIFICATIONS
Price
(€)

Weight (g)

TEST PERFORMANCE
Size (hxwxd)
(mm)

Resolution
(MP)

LCD screen
size (wxh)
(mm)

Video quality
(10%)

Monitor and
viewfinder (10%)

Outdoor* (0%)

%

✓

✓

70

3









na

66

1









na

66









na

64

40









na

62

60x45

12









na

60

20

54x40

10









na

55

20

60x45

25









na

53

20

62x41

2

Canon PowerShot G9X
Mark II

499

209

62x100x31

20

62x41

3

Fujifilm X70

700

371

64x123x44

16

62x41

4

Panasonic Lumix DMCTZ80

390

283

66x112x39

18

62x41

5

Canon PowerShot
SX720 HS

345

260

66x110x37

20

60x45

6

Canon Ixus 285 HS

199

147

58x99x23

20

7

Canon Ixus 190

200

139

57x95x24

8

Canon PowerShot
SX620 HS

249

184

60x97x30

18

60x45

USING THE TABLE
Star ratings are out of five.
SPECIFICATIONS

na

64x115x47

61x102x36

Ease of use
(30%)



314

244

Image quality
(50%)



649

360

Viewfinder



Panasonic DMC-TZ100

Sony Cyber-shot DSCHX80

Zoom range
stated



1

9

Touchscreen

SCORE

✓

✓

✓

10

30

30

✓

✓









na

51

10 Fujifilm FinePix XP90

199

208

71x110x31

16

59x44

5











49

11 Canon Ixus 185

129

128

55x95x22

20

54x40

8









na

47

12 Nikon Coolpix W100

150

181

67x109x38

13

54x40

3











37

13 Nikon Coolpix A100

120

119

60x94x20

20

54x40

5









na

35

14 Nikon Coolpix A10

100

170

61x96x29

16

54x40

5









na

35

Price: Typical retailer’s price if you shop around.
Resolution: Effective pixel count, stated in millions of
pixels.
Weight: The weight of the camera in grams, with the
battery included.
TEST PERFORMANCE
Image quality: Rating includes the quality of photos
taken of different scenes using the automatic mode,
taking into account resolution of the images, colour
reproduction, sharpness, and distortion in both
normal and low light settings and the effectiveness of
the flash and image stabilisation features.
Ease of use: Ratings includes the ease of following
the manual as well as how well the camera handles
in everyday use in terms of taking photos and videos,
adjusting settings, navigating menus and inserting
and removing the memory card and battery.
Video quality: Recorded on the highest-quality video
settings in both bright light and low light conditions,
videos are scored for resolution of detail, fluency of
playback and audio quality.
Monitor and viewfinder: Rating for the clarity and
resolution quality of the image displayed on the
monitor both in bright and poor light and for the size,
accuracy, and usability of the viewfinder in a range of
lighting conditions.
Outdoor: Rating includes the resolution quality and
colour reproduction of photos taken under water as
well as how the camera fared in water pressure, water
immersion and shock tests.

Useful contacts
Canon Ireland
tel 01 205 2400
www.canon.ie

Fujifilm Ireland
tel 01 882 0200
www.fujifilm.ie

Panasonic
tel 01 289 8333
www.panasonic.com/uk

*Outdoor tests are only performed on rugged waterproof cameras.
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